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OPEC members to reduce oil output
VIENNA <tJPIl - OPEC oil
ministers :esolved a dispute
with Saudi Arabia Monday and
signed an oil production quota
a~reement aimed :\1 boosting
prices to $18 a barrel by
slashing output and retum!ng
Iraq to the cartel's fold.
"We should see the prices
mo\ ip.g; .-p after March or
April," OPEC President

Rilwanu Lukman said. "W"
want it to g.) up to $18 as soon
as possible."
News of the 5i611in6 of the
accord push ,1 world oil prices
sharply higher. West Texas
Intermediate the U.S.
benchmark crude - shot up
$l.42 to $15.38 a barrel on the
New York Mercantile Exchange. In London, the price of

~ritain's benchmark Northsea
Brent crude rose by 40 cents to
closeat$14.55.

three months if OPEC
members cut their outuut to
agreed-on levels.

Analysts said U.S. consumers could expect to s~
little immediate increase in
pump prices but they noted
prices for both gasoline and
home-heating oil could climb
by 3 to 5 cents over the next

The 13 members of the
Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries pledged
unanimously to reduce their
over? II production to a ceiling
of 18.5 million barrels a day
from a current level of around

Fitzwater
new press
secretary

I Business

travelers
pay their own way
University travel advances considered

VI' ASHINGTON (UPI) Marlin Fitzwater, the rosycheeked Kansan v'ho has been
Ronald Reagan's spokesman
for nearly two Yedrs, will be
the new White House p~ess
secretary, President-elect
George Bush a.mounced
Monday.
"He's the best," Bush told
reporters in the White House
briefing room, where the 46vear-old r'itzwater has
presided since January 1987,
when he left Bush's vice
presidential staff to replace
Larry Speakes as President

By Kathleen DeBo

Gus says Bush wants to put
the press in a cabinet
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president for financial affairs,
said, "University and state
Employeo..s traveling on pvernment offices operate
University business will have differently but the auditor
to use their own money for doesn't see that."
University emDloyees travel
travel expenses until they get
reimbursed unless the all over the worlcl whereas
government
employees travel
Legislative Audit Commission
lets the University coctinue to primarily Mthin the state, he
said.
give travel advances.
Wilson said, "To my
Most state employees spend
their own money on travel knowledge, universities are
the
onll state-funded activities
expenses and then are paid
back by the state. Travel :::r:an~.p'rovide for travel
advances are funds given
Travel advances tie up
ahead of time for employees to University
money that might
use when traveling on otherwise bf,. • .invested and
University business ..
earning Interest, Wilsoo said.
The stllte auditor general The 1987 audit found $100,000
has said the University has no outstanding, he said.
legislative authority to issue
A bill that would require
travel advances, but the individual employees to be
Universitr contends the paid for their travel expenses
authority IS in the Charter of by reimbursement only was
the Board of Trustees and its
implied powers, Don Wilson, introduced to the general
vice chancellor for financial assembly last session but was
held up in committee, HiDaffairs, said.
Wilson said, "We're trying dersman said.
Wilson said, "We're working
not to penalize employees for
traveling on University to reach some kind of medium
because right now, a measure
business."
Charles Hindersman, vice See TRAVEL, Page 12
Staff Writer

Reagan's chief spokesman.

In the new administration,
Fitzwater will officially
become press secretary. Up to
now, he has been a deputy to
James Brady, who continued
to hold the formal title
although the severe head
woond he suffered in the 1981
attempt on Reagan's life left
him unable to run the White
House media operation.
"I am very, very pleased
that r.e's agreed to stay on to
undertake this very, very
important assignment," Bush
said in revealing the decision
to recover the se~ices of
Fitzwater, who was his
spokesman from 1985 to 1987.
"I think he's the best. ... This is
continuity in the best sense."
"He represents the old and
the new," the vice president
auded.

22.5 millien L.. rrels a day.
On the eighth and last day of
the one of OPEC's most
grueling ministerial meetings
ever, powerful Saudi Arabia in
a humiliating reversal bowed
to pressure from a majority of
cartel members and withdrew
a last-minute proposal to introduce a $l5-a-barrel price
floor.

Steff Photo by Alan H....

Pedal pusher
Truman Smith of Carbondale, walks alongside his threewheeler after he gave up trying to pedal Into an overpowering wind on East Oak SI. Monday afternoon.

Art prof cleared of 8 criminal charges
By Richard Goldstein
StaffWnter

Though eight of 12 char .. '~ ";
criminal sex charges .. gaill!. t
University art professor Dan
Wood were dropped in Jackson
Countv Court. States' Attorney
John R. Clemons said the
dismissal will be a temporary

setback for the state's case.
Wood, 45, who still teaches at
the University, was left with
four charges of criminal
sexual assault and criminal
sexual abuse. Wood was
charged for crimes against a
12-year-old boy July l.
Two weeks later other
youths came forward alleging

Halloween cost, crime
reduced from last year
By Richard Goldstein
StaflWriter

Halloween weekend cost the
city $17,892, a 6 percent
reduction from last year,
according to a report by city
staff.
The report, to be revi~ed
oy the City Council today.
attributes the cost reduction to
a smaller police staff and less
construction costs for the
Grand Avenue Stage.
The report also includes a
crime by crime breakdown of
arrests. M!t.>t arrests, 1').(\,
were classified as underage
alcohol violations. But the total
of alleged criminal violations

was 195 compared to 248 from
1987 and 251 from 1986.
However, Police Chief Ed
Hogan's report concluded that
the arrests were lower because
several officers were off duty
becuase of injuries.
He also commented that the
crowd was "more dangerous"
than in past years: "(Police)
were struck by beer cans, and
(there wer<!) three incidents
(where) officers (were)
battered or kicked ... Fortunately. no (police) injuries
were considere<:l to be serious.
Officers encountered a
rougher, drunker and more
See HALLOWEEN, Page 12

Wood had sexually abused
them.
Clemons said the charges
were
dismissed
on
technicalities, because Watt
didn't agree with the wording
of the indictments.
A trial date has not 00en set
and Clemons said it wouldn't
begin until the spring of 1989.

"We lose absolutely
nothing," from Judge David
Watt Jr.'s decision to grant
defense attorney Richard
White's motions, Clemons
said. White asked Watt to
dismiss charges because they
alleged crimes commited

~~~~:ns~y~statute

Halloween weekend arrests
Crime class

Friday

Aggravated baItery

1

Recldess conduct
Drug violations
Damage to propef1y
Unlawful use of weapons
Public indecency
Undefage alcohol violations
Unlawful delivllfY of alcohol

6
0
1
1

2
55
C

Saturday

Total

38

44

a
4
65

120

Falseldentificalion
0is0rdef1y conduct

10

Resislin~ or obstructing IYf8SI

3

Total criminal oHen...

195

Traffic

OUI

To>tal

17
0

11

28

3

3
31

Uni-.ity Police made an additiOrai aggravated bat1ery ~est and several
sIBIB level errests for crmin81 dIWn8ge 10 property WhICh are not Included ,n
Ihe abOve 101818. These incidenIB did not occur HI the ommediate celebration

Ne~swrap
~rorld Ination

i
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Arab envoys to demand
. debate move to Geneva
iI

UNITED NATIONS (UPI) - Arab envoys met Monday and
agreed they woo.ld demand that the General Assembly debate on
Palestine be moved from V.N. headquarters to Geneva to allow
PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat to address the world organization.
Arafat, who was barred by the Vnited States from addressing
the U.N. General Assembly in New York, assailed the U.S.
decision as "a clear violation of international law and the U.N.
charter."

Iran rejects Carter plea for help on he-stages
MANAMA, Bahrain (UPI) - A senior Iranian official, in a
letter to former President Jimmy Carter released by the official
Iranian news agency, rejected an alleged plea by Carter to help
free American hostages in Lebanon. Iranian Parliament
Speaker and acting military commau:ler Ali Akbar Hashemi
Rafsanjani said in the letter V.S. military actions against Iran in
the Persian Gulf were still too vi lid, the Isiamic Reput>lic News
Agency reported.

Judge extradites alleged Nazi war criminal
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina (UPI) - An Argentine judge
Monday ordered the extradition to W~t Germany of alleged
Nazi war criminal Josef Schwammberg~r, who is accused of
murdering and torturine hundreds of prisoners in occupied
Poland. Two court officials who asked not to be identified said
the legal order approving an extradition request from a West
German court was signed by Judge Vicente Bretal of La Plata.

John Carradine dies after 6o-year career

-SPECIAL-

MILAN, Italy (UPI) - John Carradine, the gaunt character
actor whose career spanned six decades and who was patriarch
to three actor sons, died at age 82 on a visit to Italy, a bospital
spokesman said Monday. Carradine died Sunday at
Fatebenefratelli Hospital in Milan, officials said. The cause of
dea th was not announced, His son David was at his bedside.

ITALIAN BEEF

$1.99

Analysts see 3 to 5 cent gain in gas prices
United Press International

Pump prices are likely to rise 3 to 5 cents a gallon over the next
few months if OPEC's production-cutting agreement bolds, but
V.S. motorists still are paying less for gasoline than they were
before the 1986 oil price crash, analysts said Monday. The accord
signed by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countrips' 13
member nations would cut the cartel's production ~o a ceiliI.~ of
18.5 million barrels.

The Best Beef In Town!

Your
Complete

Sandwich Shop!
521 S. Illinois Ave.

529-1013

Good Tues. & Wed.
Call For Delivery 529-5020

Prime interest rates raised to 10.5 percent
~'EW Y.O~ (UPI) - The nation's major banks Monday
ralSed their pnme rates to 10.5 percent from 10 percent, the fifth
increase in the key rate this year, and the latest sign that the cost
of borrowing funds was moving upward. Chabe Manhattan Bank
led the move to the higher prime rate and was quickly followed
by Citibank, the nation's largest bank.

Piagiarism charges cause doctor to resign
.
:
,
!

BOSTON <uPI) - In the latest research scandal to rock
Harvard Medical School, the nationally known hear:! of thf'
school's psychiatric hospital :1as resigned amid charges hi~
committed plagiarism, officials announced Monday. Dr
Shervert Frazier, a fur mel director of the National Institute of
Mental Health. resigned from his positions as professor of
psychiatry and general directJr-psychiatrist-in-chief at McLean
Hospital. a mental hospital affiliated with Harvard.

[state

Man pleads guilty to '86
West Frankfort homicidps

G
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BENTON <UPI) - The man accused of a double slaying on a
rural West Frankfort farm pleaded guilty Monday to four counts
, of murder. Stephen Paul Tripp, 32. Pittsburg, Ill., entered his
I plea shortly before jury selection was to begin before Circuit
. Judge David Underwood. Tripp was charged with the Oct. 25.
19116, slayings of Rick Stroud, 32, Pittsburg, and George Brunt.on,
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ADMISSION
Filrr.s sho'dings will be at 7:30 p.m.
f':cch day in Lhe Student Center
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SIU-C alumnus shares
Hollywood experience
By Wayne Wallace
SlaffWriter

F.'om Carbondale bouncer to
Hollywood producer, SIU-C alumnus
R:obert.K. Weiss has come a long way
smce hIS days as a radio and television
major in the early '70s.
Weiss, producpr of Dan Ackroyd
films including "The Blues Brot.'ters "
"Doctor Detroit" and "Dragnet:-'
returned to Carbondale during
Thanksgiving hreak for a special sneak
preview of his latest release, "The
Naked Gun," a theatrical version of
ABC's short-lived sitcom, "Police
Squad."
Nearly 250 students and faculty
jammed into the Varsity Theater to see
the lalPst comedy from the creators of
"Airplane!"
Before showing Paramount's new
detective spoof, Weiss screened one of
~ lesser known productions, a threemmute short shot on campus in 1972.
This crude directoral exercise, which
he ma.de for a Super-8 cinema
production class, starred Weiss as a
comic bully who chases a young
student around campus, trying to
provoke a fight.
Later, in "The Naked Gun," Weiss
popped up on screen again in a cameo
appearance as i.he beardeJ het dog
vendor. He appears in the love scene
where Leslie Nielson and Priscilla
Presley squirt each other with mustard
and ketchup. Guess who gets squirted
next?
In a question and answer session
following the film, Weiss explained that
he was just visiting the set one day
when the hot dog extra dropped out of
the filII., giving director David Zucker
short notice.
Weiss volunteered to don the vendor
costume aurl play the role himself,
thereby saving his company the time
and money it would have taken to

locate an availablp actor.
Weiss offered several anecdotes
aboot the film's production. He related
how Dodgt.r Stadium was dressed up to
look like Anaheim Stadium, home of
the California Angels, during the
baseball sequence.
Other revelations included Libya's
Omar Khadafy being llOrtraYed by a
cello player and how si.ock footage and
matte paintings made 300 extras look
like a stadium of 30,000 baseball fans.
About the film's title, Weiss joked,
"It was the most lurid title we could
tlllnk of that had nothing to do with the
movie."
Weiss recalled how he and the
"Airplane!" writers worked out
ootential gags for "The Naked Gun" on
individual index cards before
tightening them and incorporating
them into a script.
Weiss and his writers went through
nine different rough drafts of the script
before submitting it to Paramount.
Even though Paramount pressured
Weiss to rewrite expensive scenes for
budget restrictions, the finished film
cost $14.5 million, "including lunches,"
Weiss said.
The producer also elaborated on the
difference between tili; job and the role
of the director.
Weiss described himself as a
strategist for the film's production,
gathering financial and technical
resources to produce the movie.
While the director is generally
acknowledged as the main creative
force behina a film, Weiss pointed out
that be contributes a great amount of
creative output in his job as producer.
"I'm not just a businessman," he
said. "Writing checks and spending
money is a bad way to earn your
living."

s.. GUN, Page 8

Staff Photo by Ben M. Kufrln

Cookie monster
Bernie Lee, left, 3, enjoys a cookie while eating lunch with his brother
Nathan, 5 months, and mother Elaine Edelman of Carbondale in Turley
Park Monday afternoon_

National Engineering Exam
pinpoints students' potential
Downstate high school students
considering engineering careers can
get a line on their potential through an
aptitude test to be given this winter at
the University.
The National Engineering Aptitude
Search test, set for Saturday, Feb. '8,
pinpoints student strengths ~nd
weaknesses in ml'thematics unden-tanding, science reading and
problem-solving skills.
The test is open to all high school
students, and advisers emphasize the
benefits of taking it as early as

possible.
Freshmen and sophomores who
discover weaknesses in their intellectual arsenals can then take
remedial steps to strengthen them for
college-level work.
Students must preregister to take the
test. Information and registration
forms are available from high school
guidance counselors or ty calling the
SIU-C College of Engineering and
Technology at 453-4321. ":'he form and a
non -refundable $15 fee must reach the
American College Testing Program by
Jan. 13

Twelfth Annual

Madrigal
Dinner Concert
913 Chestnut (Behind the Courthouse) - Murphysboro
Open at 11 a.m. daily - Sat. & Sun. 4pm, 684-5598

Join our Noble Feast complete
with King, Queen, Jugglers,

Cheeseburger

Magicians, and Pageantry

Reminiscent of
"Merrie Olde England."

Small Fries

December 7,8,9,10, 1988
6:45 Nightly in SIU Student
Center Ballrooms
WEDNESDAY, Dec. 7-$10.00
for SID students, and $16.00

& Medium Coke

for no",..studenls

$1.3'

THURSDAY Dec. 8 all
~
ticlrets$I6.00
FRIDAY & SATURDAY, Dec. 9 & 10
'0.....~
alltickets $17.50

~~,

Offer Expires Dec. 4

,~~~~ ~

e
Campus
location

Tickets On Sale Nov.!
at the Student Center Central
Ticket Office

"",

\

For nwre information,
call (618) 53~1. ext. 26

• Alcohol permitted

Only
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()pinion & Commentary

Deficit weighs heavy
on educatinal funds
NOW mAT George Bush has been elected our next
president, there are many nagging questions for him to
ponder. And he is taking his time in answering them.
We don't blame Bush for balking. He faces some tough
issues that require hard thinking, and then rethinking.
THE MOST difficult problem Bush faces is tackling the
budget deficit. With his campaign promise of "no new
taxes" hoveiing over him, Bush may find himself either
eating his words and raising taxes, thereby having lied to
the American public or face cutting government spending.
All indications suggest Bush will tighten the purse
strings on government spending. At stake are such
domestic programs as welfare, Medicare, social security,
aid for the impoverished and homeless and, hitting closer
to home, education.
STUDENTS WOULD do well to prepare for problems in
educational fundhg now before the next fall semester
begins. If the Bush administration cuts funds for
education, students undoubtedly will face higher tuition
costs next year, while the availability of loans, grants and
scholarships decrease.
MOST FINANCIAL aid is distributed on a first-come,
first-serve basis. ACT forms for the 1988-89 school year will
be accepted starting Jan. 1. We suggest students submit
their forms as early as possible.
Workers at Student Work and Financial Aid in Woody
Hali are availaole to help students with financial aid
questions. They are able to inform students about the
requirements, eligibility and availability of various types
of financial aid.
mE NATIONAL Commission on Student Financial
Assistance has reported that hillions of dollars ill
scholarships go unclaimed each year because students are
not aware of their existence. The Commission also
reported $15 billion in privately funded scholarships are
available to most students.
Publications listing potential scholarships, feliowsPlps,
grant.o; and loans are available to students. One of the most
thorough publications is printed by the National
Scholarship Research Service, Box 2516, San Rafaei, Calif.
94912.

Obtaining financial aid for the next school year n:ost
likely will prove to be a mad scramble for dollars. Those
who put off the task for later may find the financial aid pot
empty come August.

Letters
Daily Egyptian fueling
SIU party school image
1 am aware that

Sou~hern

Illinois University is classified
as a '·party school." I know
that a lot of people would hope
thal the reputation would
change but I just don't think
that it will if the DE prints
comments like the one on
Friday, October 28.
Yeah, the one with the smily
face clock on page one. It says:
"Sunday marks the end of
lJaylight Savings TifTle. You
can get an extra hour of sleep
or party an hour longer by
setting your clock back. au
hour Saturday night or early
Sunday morning." Yes, this is
informative, but is the extra
line about partying necessary?
I KnOv. that this (:aper does

not only go to students and
faculty here, but parents,

other schools, etc. all over the
country. [f you guys keep on
printing these comments, this
school will never have a
reputation but "party school."

Viewpoint
Hailoween street party a misnomer,
an incipient riot is the correct term

~~g~~N~o;avi~S Z:be~!~~
freshman, pre-law.

Quotable Quotes
"Some people have enough animals that the coyotes can just live
off whatever pets are walking around in the yard," - Ricbaro
Wtghtman. a supervising agricultural inspector for Los ugeles
County. about the rasb of coyote invasions on tbe pll5h esLates of
Bt-,·erly Hills.
Page 4. Daily Egyptian. l'\m·ember 211. 1988
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Hallo\~een

Street Party. N,),
party is a misnomer. The
('~'ent that occurred on a recent
Saturday evening on South
Illinois Avenue was not a
party. It was an incipient riot.
There is no possible way to
construe that evening as
anything other than an unmitigated disaster. It is bad for
the reputation of the city, it is
bad for the reputation of the
University, and it has real
potential for serious injury.
Let us not wait for some tragic
event before we do something
.'
about Halloween.
There have beet' attempts to
manage Halloween. First effor~ moved in the direction of

The Halloween
celebration IS bad for
the reputatIon of the
City, it IS bad for the
reputation of the
University, and it has
real potential for
seflous Injury.
organizing. controlling and
distributIng the event, and bad
some success. Still, South
Illinois Avenue was a
dangerouS place on Halloween
weekend. Grand Avenue was a
little better, but obviously the
occasion could not be molded
into a friendly costume party.

Also, thiS reputation just
makes people like me go for
two years, get a 3,4216 or
;Iigher and switch to
THE NEXT step was to
University of I!linois. A jut of
people didn't get into the accept that safety and
school of their choice, U of I, sanitation were problems and
Indiana, Wisconsin and are try to address them. True, the
just going because It should be number of injuries and the
easy to get a high GPA and number of arrests have gone
have fun partying while doing down in recent years, but this
may only be because of the
that.
So, why don't you guys either
favor just a school and cut the
comments or keep the
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John
Guyon

SIU-C President
lack of staff on the part of
carbondale and SIU-C police
to handle 15-20,000 people.
Enhancing safety and
sanitation does not address
what has changed from a
party to a mean spirited,
dangerous fiasco.
When you stand on South

Dlinois Avenue and see people
passed out in the streets, see a
young woman bolding a
bandage over ber face as sbe is

:!erut<'
:::rE=~:dOO:i
over a densely populated
street, see urination on public
thoroughfares, and see individuals behaving with no
respect for each other or
public property, you know it is
time for a change. Safety
demands a change. Reputation
demands a change. Common
sense demands a change. Let
us begin now to bring chaoge

about.
THI!.
HALLOWEEN
celebration in Carbondale is
not sponsored by the City of
Carbondale. It is oot sponsored
by the University. It is simply
a happening, and. as such, it is
out of control. Statistics sbow
an improvement, but tbe
danger remains. Public
consumption of alcohol, un-

Editorial Policies
Signed articles. including letters. viewpoints and 01tler commentanes. reflecr the
opiniOns of their "lU1hora only. Unsigned editorial6 represent a conaensus of tile
Daily Egyptian E,::toriaI Board. whose membeni are the sa..denl edltor·"h ., ...1 the
eddorial page eddor. the aasociale editorial page 8'1itor. a news staff membe<. the
faculty managing editor and a School of Journalism faculty member.
Letter. 10 the editor may be submitted by mail or direclly to the editOrial page
editor. Room 1247. CommunicatiOns BuIlding. letters snouId be typewntten and
dOuble epaced. AI letten! are subject 10 edllhg wld will be limited to 500 words.
leilani of f _ than 250 worda will be gIVen Pfelerence for publicallon. Students
must identify tMmseIve& by :;laSS and maJor. faculty members by rank and
deper\menl. non·academic staff by poartIon and department.
Le~ subrnilled by mall should rnckJde the authOr·s addrdSS and talepnone
number. Letters for which ...enficaIIon of authorshIP cannot be made will not be
pUbBhed.

derage drinking, tllrowing of
objects, disorderly conduct,
and assault are all common
occurrences. it is time to bring
the debauchery to a close or, at
mini:num, to bring it under
control so we do not have to
fear for the safety of the people
inVOlved.
The first step is to remove
Halloween from the Carbondale Fair Days Ordinance,
thus making public CO'l·
sumption of alcoholic
beverages illegal. The enforcement of this regulation 'U;
it lelates both to consumers
and sellers and of that related
to underage drinking will g(' a
long way toward alleviating
the problem.

Safety demands a
change. Reputatl0i1
demands a change.
Common sense
demands a change.
Let us begin to bring
change about.
SECONDLY, IT has been

:U::~re~~r ~J?ro:

r;arbondale. Only 40 of the 190
atTests at the 1988 event were
SIU-C students. But regardless
of the precise figures,. we must
develop a widespread publicity
campaign, letting people know
that the party is over. Laws
will be strictly enforced, and
penalties will be stiff.
Finally, representatives
from the City and the
University on Halloween Core
Committee sbould be instructed to focus on these
steps, and move to end this
affair as rapidly as possible.
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FocuS
Effects of clear-cutting still debated
Environmentaiists
foresters clash
over cisar-cutting

J

By Loria Roberson
Staff Writer

Even after years of discussion,
meetings and site studies, the practice
of clear-cutting in our nation's forests
is still in hot debate.
Some enviromentalists attribute
the polJo..:tion of streams ami rivers and
the disruption of migratory birds and
for ~t interior species to clear-cutting,
while some foreste!"S say clear-cutting
creates a wider diversity of wildlife
and allows the full regeneretion of oak
and hickory trees
"In this country, the NO.1 pollution of
streams and rivers is soil erosion,"
Ann Phillippi, University assistant
p~cfessor in zoology, said.
"Clear-cutting practices remLve all
the vegetation in an area, even tiel'S
that are not to be used in thc sale. The
roots are no longer there to hold tile
soil. This contributes to terrestr'.al
erosion as well as water pollution."
Individual tree-selection is under the
silvicultural
uneven-aged
management sy!<tem where trees of
various sizes are mdividually selected
for cutting. This creates small
openings in the forest for the growth of
shade-intolerant species like oak and
hickory.

"The problem we conservation biologists 8re
concerned about is not
every individual clear-cut,
but the alarmingly high total
acreage that has been clearcut."
-Ann Phjllippi

Clear-cutting is listed in a booklet
published by the U.S. Department of
Agrict.:lture as one of three cutting
practices under the even·aged
manageluent silvicultural system.
Tom Neal, assistant ranp,e. at the
Jonesboro Ranger District at the Forest Ranger Tom Neal of the Jonesboro District of the Shawnee National
Shawnee National Forest, said dear- Forest walks through 8 stand of timber that was cut 16 years age. Neal says
cutting involves the remO\'al of timber clear-cutting creates a larger diverstiy of wildlife, while Ann Phillippi, assistant
in an area in one cut, and-depending professor of zoology at SIU-C, says it disrupts migreatory birds and forest inon what kind of tree grows nal..u-ally in terior
species_
the area and what kind of tree is
desired to be regenerated-the area is
prepared eithe. for natural or artifical create room for more species to live in. species," Bensman said_
lt creates a larger diversity of
regeneration,
The purpose of clear-cutting in the
In the Shawnee l\ational Foref;t, the wildlife."
Shawnee National Forest is for shade
timber stands are prepared for the
Neal said clear-cuts not only intolerance, Neal said. "You have to
natural regeneration of oak and regenerate oaks to produce enoogh open areas up to f ill sunlight to get the
hickory.
acorns for squirrels, but it benefits full regeneration of the oak-hickory
"To put it simply, clear-cutting is wildlife in other ways. He said during component."
cutting everything in the forest that is the first 10 years, cleal cuts are thick
with tree seedlings, saplings, grasses,
commercial," Neal said.
It is this characteristic of c1ear- briars, vines and tree tops and
"Clear-cutting can temcutting that Phillippi said leads to the becomes a "virtual paradise" for
porarily displace the
disruption of migratory birds and many species.
forest interior species.
Deer eat the young growth in the squirrels who need the
"The problem we conservation clear-cut, he said, which is more
biologists are concerned about is not nutritious than vegetation in the larger trees tor living, but
every individual clear-cut, but the surroonding mature forest, and some!
alarmingly high total acreage that has deer also use the cuts as an escape you create room for more
been clear-cut, " she said.
cover during the hunting season.
spe~;es to live in. "
"Clear-cut isolates the forest into
Also the increased growth of grasses,
tiny blocks which we call 'forest seeds and berries result in an in-Tom Neal
fragmentation' and we now get a forest creased rodent population JIat is part
that is fragmented and no longer llf the food chain for predators like the
desirable and inhabita~le by forest weasel, fox, snake, bobcat, hawk and
Neal said the oak-hickory component
interior species which need big un- owl, Neal said.
IS one stage in the na tural succession of
But Jim Bensman, representat:ve of a forest and if left alone, it will reach
fragmented forests. I'm not talking
about rare animals, but common the Sierra Club's Great Lakes Chapter, the last stage which is the beech-maple
said that a couple of m,nths ago the component. The beech-maple com·
ones."
On the other side, Neal said, "People U.S. Forest Service was askoo to cor.le ponent would be considered uncomplain thal, 'You've run the wildlife up with any wildlife species that cuul l desirable in the Shawnee National
out of there.' In fact, that is untrue on a not receive the same benefits from Forest because too many wildlife
broad base. Clear-cutting can tem- another type ot cutting prartice as they , species are dependent. on the oakhickory component, he said.
porarily displace the squirrels ...·hp ,did fn)m clear-cu~tir.g.
The Forest Service has tried other
need the larger trees for livmg, butj'ou' : . !"The~i e60kin '{ come up ~ ith " bir.gle

cutting practices, Neal said.
"During the pre-mid 60s, the Forest
Service was doing individual tree
selection for cutting, but foufid they
were not gettir.6 enough oak-hiCkory
components. "
Bensman agreed with Neal that the
individual tree selection does not
regenerate the oak and hickory. but
said he does not feel clear-cJttlng
is the best way either.
Bensman cited the results of a ';tud\
conducted by Purdue Univers.ty in
December 1987 that "shot down the
Forest Service. "
The year-long study carried out in
Indiana was titled "The regeneration
response of clear-cutting on the U.S.
Forest Service Hoosier National
Forests."
"They went out and looked at 76
cleai'cut sites and took scienlLfic
measurt:ments to see what was coming
back," Beloll:,n saia. "The Forest
Service has alwa"s said vou have to
clear-cut to get
.md hickory, but
out of the 76 sites, only faur were
turning into oak-hickory. The other 72
were goiTJg back to mixed hardwoods."
The study was funded by the Forest
Service, Bensman said, and they accep1P . the fir.dings.

oak

Bensman sa:d ~e used the study to
help win the a J;pea I by local environmental groul-'S to the la-yeal
management plan uf Lite Shawnee
National Forest The Hoosier National
Forest is similar in composition to the
Shawnee National Forest, he said.
The groups won the appeal, which
was signed in August to change the
harv(:Sting method used by the Forest
Service from the even-aged clearcutting to uneven-aged g:'oup selection.
That allows younger trees to be left to
grow for the next cat.
Neal said he feels the cbange in
harvesting methods will burt the
Forest Service economically and that a
lot of people feel group selection will
not accomplish the oak-hiCkory
regeneration.
But he added that he was not aware
of ar.y site projects with similar sites to
see whether or not selective cuts let in
enough sunlight.
Phillippi said she feels the Forest
Service is not wrong on all of their
practices concerning forest
management, but she is in aVid oppoSition to clear-cutting.
"All this discussion about clearcutting in the Shawnee is absurd." she
said. "They need to manage the forest
in a way in which it is economically
beneficial, which means selective
harvesting where you only take the
trees that you use.
.. And it is absurd that you have to
clear-cut to get the oak-hickory
component. Oak-hickory existed before
ciear-cutting. It is a total distortion of
what we know about forest SUCCessIon
to say that humans have to clear-cut to
create oak-hickory forests. We've
created a breed of foresters to think
that without them, forests would be
extinct."
"Foresters are educated to be
foresters," she said. "Their
curriculum is not as broad based as it
needs to be. They need to study other
things besides how to sell and harvest
timber because their job is very important to maintaining good forests,"
she said.
"Because their education is in-bred,
it is very difficult to get forpsters to see
the negative environmental an.i
economic aspects of clear-cutting
They need more wildlife biologists and
bird and mammal experts to make
alterna tive points," she said.
Neal summed up the position of the
Forest Service in a few sentences.
"It's a helluva job the Forest Service
has in fron l of them Wc'r" trying to do
the most good for the most people. You
can never make people 100 percent
happy and everybody has tll work
together to make it all mesh ·together
We d!>.n't. hay~ all th~~n~,:,,~rs."
Daily Egypuan, November 29,19811, Page :>

Assertion healthy' way·to·~communicate

Health and
Fitness Guide

8y Kim Hayes

BEGINNER AEROB·
ICS will meet at 4 on
Monday, Wednesday
and Friday in the Rec
Center Dance Studio.

Assertiveness is behavior
that ahows people to communicate thoughts and
feelings openly and honestly.
It can be used to express
needs, to help communicate
ideas and opinions, and to aid
in the resolution of conflict.
Healthy assertion is neither
passive nor aggressive but lies
somewhere in the middle.

CHINESE
FOOT
Massage individual halfhour consulations are
available every Wednesday from 2:3\J to 4.
Appointments must be
made at the Rec Center
Information Desk on the
preceeding Friday.
SPLASH DANCE aqua
aerobics is at 6 Tuesday,
Thursday and Sunday in
the
Rec
Center
Natatorium
WHEELCHAIR FLOOR Hockey for ablebodied and disabled
players is at 6: 15 Wednesday in the Rec Center
West Gvm. Wheelchairs
ar~avarlable.

MAKING PEACE With
Foot!, which explores
ways to free yourself
frorr the dietweight
confh ~t and begin to
develop a healthy
relationship with your
tx.dv and with food, will
be
7 Thursday in the
Student
Center
Mississippi Room.

at

FITNESS ASSESSMENTS are available at
the Sports Medicine
Office in the Rec Center.
For appointments, call
5$-5531, ext. 25.
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BUT PEOPLE without
assertiveness skills run the
risk of being what author
Mitch Messner describes as "a
pleaser." A pleaser dooms
himself to a life of U'iing to
please others and never takes
time for himself.
A PLEASER cannot S'l.y no
because it might displease
someone. Pleasers misdirect
their energy being responsible
for others and trying very hard
to please but then feel victimized when others don't
show their appreciation.
PLEASERS DO not feel free
to express anger because it
might offer.d someone. This
results in pleasers suffering in
silence until they finally blow

i~

1'G-13

up in anger, only to feel guilty
afterwards-all in all, not a
very satisfying existence.
While some non-assertive
people are "pleasers," others
become "demanders."
D~MANDERS DO not know
how to balance their needs
with Ihe needs of others.
Demanders confuse asking for
something with demanding
something. They use hostile
and aggressive words or tone
of voice in order to get their
messages across.

DEMANDERS
ARE
generally unsuccessful in
getting their needs met
because they engender
hostility or fear in others
rather than cooperation.
Why do people fall into the
trap of non .. assertive
behavior? One common reason
is that people often fail to
distinguish healthy assertive
behavior from aggressive
interactions by opening
communication lines before
people feel angry and out of

ANOTHER REASON pE:ople
fail to be assertive involes sexrole socialization. Women in
this culture are at increased
risk of engagir,g in nonassertive behavior because tl-te
traditional feminine sex-role
promotes care-taking and
nurturance of others.
IF THIS is dtlne to the
"exclusion" of taking care of
oneself, it can result in feeling
overresponsible for others,

Health y assertion
provides a way for
people to own and
express their true
feelings in a respectful
way.

way for people to own and
express their true feelings in a
respectful way.
HEALTHY ASSERTION in a
relationship indicates that, "I
trust you enough to be honest
with you and with myself,"
and so it feeb. very satisfying.
Sometimes people slip into
non-assertive behavior
because they lack communication skills. L~ming
effective assertion skillf can
help people communicate their
needs and understand how
other people feel.
ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING can help people achieve
their most important goals by
learning effective presentations, employing a sense of
timing, prioritizing their
needs, and developing a tactful
communication style. Each of
these skills will help set the
stage for cooperation from
others.

angry and resentful.
People sometimes slip into
non-assertive behavior
because they confuse assertiveness with selfishness.
Healthy assertion does not
"take advantage" of others.
Health,· assertion is honest
commUnication. It provides a

THERE ARE many books on
assertive communication that
can help people develop these
skills. For more information
see the following: "Mastering
Assertiveness Skills" by
Elaina Zuker or "Your Perfect
Right" by Robert Alberti.

m~~· 1st Day of Christmas .0~mi·
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RESERVE
THE
Climbing Wall for your
group or organization,
call 536-553!.
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UNIVERSITY HOUSING IS NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR

9:55

GTU :J ]; l~ ':1' lIi lE ~ illD J: 1'r!I' IHHH S 'J' A

r-r.r

(§lB.A)

POSITIONS \,VHICH BEGIN NEXT FALL
In order to qualify for a position, you must have accumulated a total of 50
semester houn and have an overall grade point average of at leut 2.5 by the
date of appointment. For additional infol'lJ'ladon and requlremenu you must
attend an interest lleNi,," '" the area(s) in which you wish to apply for a
position. If you wilh to apply in all three areu, you mull attend a lle&&ion
in each of the three areas. Applications are only available at intereat lle&&iODS.

APPLICAnONS FOR THE 1989·90 STUDENT RESIDENT ASSISTANT
POSITIONS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE FOLLOWING INTEREST
SESSiONS.
TIio\lPSO:S POf1'\T
M<Jnda.
"0"""""" 7

~.
14t-'622
•

Roger Rabbit (PG}7'009:15
BIG (PG) 7 159.30

Thur><tO,
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,,"'........,. 10
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l\')nmbtrJO

9:00PM
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7:00PM

Lmtz IW. Dining Room 5
LenIZIIoU. Dining Room S
lA!Rtzllall.lliningf.oornS

~:OOPM

6:00PM

5

l'''IVERsny PARK
....U\ ........... 3
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No._U
N""....bot' 14
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W..m..doy
Sunday
Munday
T_y

~:OO PM

7:oop!It
7:00 p!It
3:00 PM
1;00 PM

TruriIIoodllall.W.......... ROOOII
Truebioud IW. W<SIJ1Iou Kuom
TruebIoudIlall.W ........... Kuom
TruriIIoodllaU.W..m.u.-.Kuom
Nedy 11aD. Roum 102

URI'S!! nmFRS
\\t'dnodoI)

Suncb,
ntun.da.~
TUC!'Jod.a,.
"\~~.

!\o\t'mbc1' 1
l\m.ember 6
1\o ..'rmber 10
f\m'('mbt'rIS
'ou'Olht...,. .10

7;00 PM
7:00 PM
3:.lO P\I
7;)0 PM
4:00 P~I
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Ruum 105
fII.. Smith H.U. Room IllS
Schnt-idn- Hall. Room 105
M.. Smith 11.11. R ..u", IllS
lkhn.-idn- H.o. Room 105
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For more' ....furmatlUfl caD lbe Iluuwne
Pft,.,..-.. mmi~ ()fTkl' ...153b-5~.

'UNIVERSITY HOUSING
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Council' seeks"mass' transit fundillg from state
By Brad Bushue

as well as those of the students
to meet IDOT requirements
for giving Technical Assistant
Funding, the source of the
grant.
President John C. Guyon,
Undergraduate
Student
Government President Bill
study will confront. which will Hall and Graduate and
be submitted after lOOT Professional Student Council
authorizes the srudy, could President Trud~' Hale have
increase thE' price of the study. expressed their support for
leaving the Cniversity and the council action in favor of IDOT
city to pay the difference, be funding.
said.
Members of the USG mass
The scope must include the L'ansit committee will attend
needs of Carbondale citizens the meeting to urge the city to

Before lOOT can allocate a grant of $32.000 it
must receive a formal request from the city
manager.

StaffWriler

The Carbondale City Council
will consider authorizing the
city II!anager to request state
funding for a mass transit
feasibility study torught.
Before Uw. Illinois Department of Transporta tion can
allocate a grant of $32,000. the
approximate cost of a
feasibility study conducted by
a consUltant firm, it must
receive a formal request from
the city manager for the
funding under IDOT rules.

Interim City Manager Jeff
Dougherty said.
The council also will vote to
"express the willingness to
work with SlU in the event that
lDDT's grant would not cover
the entire cost of the study,"
Dougherty said.
The scope of questions the

,-----------couPON"------Roast Beef
I
Sandwich

Task force seeks
to make changes
at Northwestern

: ~.'-..OA.
===='D~"

EVANSTON (UPl) A
Northwest.ern University task
force has recommended
sweeping changes in the Big
Ten school's setuP. including
swi t.ching from quarters to
semesters.
The recommendations,
prepared by the Task Force on
the UQdergraduate Experience, stemmed from interviews with more than 1.000
students and 254 faculty
members and were under
study Monday by university
President Arnold Weber and
Provost Robert Duncan.
History Professor Bill
Heyek, who headed the task
force, said it could take as long
as 10 years to implement the
changes.

a

authorize the financial request
and its willingness to help pay
for any extra cost the study
could have, Lisa Rivera, thf'
committee's
GPSC
representative, said.
Rivera said the commit!.ee
will "refuse to accept anythmg
less (from the council) than
direct participation and
decision making'·'
In a letter to Dougherty,
Guyon said the Universitv is
"extremely interested lmd
willing to cooperate" with the
city and the mass tran~i,
system project.
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A GLOBAL UNIVERSHY

EDUCATION
FORM
REALWORLD
Graduate degree programs
(MA, PhD) in International
Affairs with a policy emphasis

Rick Martin --~~~ts ~§~
Dance Videos

S(>€Cial fields: International
relations, Interamerican relations, international business,
comparative development,
economics, strategic studies.
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Area concentrations: Laun
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Eastern rumpe, and the Middle East.
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Fellowships and other financial aid a';ailabie. Apply by
January IS.
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Illegal numbers games costing Illinois millions
CHICAGO (UP!) - The
Illinois State Lottery is losing
~Oout $200 million a year to
illegal lotteries, mostly in the
Chicago and Gary, Ind., areas,
officials said Monday.
Sharon Sharp, directGr of the
Illinois lottery, estimates the
state loses $200 million a year
- after figuring in payments

to lottery sales agents - to
illegal imitators. Sharp said
that's 15 percent of the $1.33
billion bet on the Illinois lottery in the year ending June 30.
"It comes out to a loss to all
Illinois citizens," Sharp said.
"As recently as last fall, law
enforcement agents arrested
two small operators in Chicago

doing $10 million in business
and one large operator doing
$300 million a year ...
The success of the state
lottery in 1973 has sprawned
scores of illegal imitators,
which authorities say have
Siphoned away hundreds of
millions of dollars that
otherwise might be spent on

state lottery tickets.
Indiana does not have a state
lottery but authorities say
northwest Indiana has dozens
of illegal ones. All follow the
Illinois lottery, operating with
the same winning numbers as
Illinois lottery games.
Be.:aUze the illegal 'otteriE'S
use the same winnir.g number'

Pretrial proceedings slated
for drowned infant's mother
By Mark Barnett
Staff Writer

A former Uni\'ersity student
charged with the murder of the
female iIlfa.'lt she delivered in
April will appear Feb. 19, 1989
for pretrial proceedings in
Jackson County Circuit Court.
Veronica April, 23, of Joliet
faces t'tree counts of murder in
connection with the death of
the infant she delivered on
April 7. April is accused of
letting the infant drown in a
toilet bowl at 304 E. Hester,
where she lived as a University student majoring in
computer science.
Judge David Watt Jr. found
there was probable cause to
continue proceedings and
April's lawyers entered pleas
of not guilty.

Detective Randv Corey, of
the Carbondale Police. con·
ducted interviews with April in
June and August. He testified
Nov. 21 that she had told him
the baby was born dead. In a
subsequent interview she said
she saw the baby's eyes open
with its legs kicking, Corey
testified.

to~or:m ~~i~in~ie!Pi!!
Joliet that she delivered the
baby while sitting on a toilet,
stood up, turned around,
watched the baby, and let the
infant remain in the water for
30 minutes until she saw no
movement from the baby.
"She stated she realized it
was dying. She said she didn't
know why, but she let it die,"
Corey testified.

Two autopsies were performed on the infant. One
revealed that the infmt died
from asphyxiation, and Corey
testified that another doctor
"could not positively say
whether the baby Vias born
alive."
The baby was found in a
purse in a dumpster near
Hester and Freeman streets
May 15 by women looking for
trash that students left behind,
Officer Steve Michaels, of the
Carbondale Police, said.
Corey testified that April
told him she put the baby in a .
purse and into a box that she
put under ber bed. April said
when fr.ends helped her move
May 14, a man took the box to
the dumpster, but did not know
\\hat the box contained, Corey
testified.
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Officials linked to investment firm'
CHICAGO WPIl A
company whose officers included State Sen. William
Marovitz, D·Chicago, and
Cook County GOP Chairman
James Dvorak has given up an
effort to raise $6 million for
reported investment, at least
in part, in office buildings with
long-term state leases.
Arkansas regula ton tho
warted the fundraising, saying
Continental Capital Corp.

appeared W misrepl'$ent its
finances.
Both Marovitz and Dvorak
say they had no knowledge of
the pro~ fundraising effort, which involved the sale of
bonds.
Dvorak, the top aide to Cook
County Sheriff James
O'Grady, said he joined the
company about 90 days ago.
He said .he resigned Nov. 3
after .learning the company

as the legal lottery, players
can easily find out thE.' winning
numbers.
Police in Chicago and Gary
say illegallo t t2ries are nothing
more th~ .. the old numbers or
poilcy games. Like num bers
g~mes. many illegal lot;":ries
accep: bets as small i;$ a
quarter.

planned to lend $1.25 million to
a Continentalstockholder who
had state contracts.
Marovitz, the firm's
president, said he knew the
company was considering a
plan to raise cash to buy an
interest in the office building
on Chicago's South .Side.
Howe'!er, he said he told other
company stockholders he
could not be involved with the
financial planning.

Alao Appearing: Randy O'Brien
Boon OpeD at 8:00
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GUN, from Page 3--·
Weiss noted several changes
in Carbondale that have taken
place in the 16 years since he
was enrolled in cinema classes
here.
He thanked the University,
'for allowing me to make up
my incompletes."
" rhe one thing I would have
done different while at SIU is
pay more attention to stories
and how to devp.lop characters," Weiss stated, in advising student filmmakers.
Weis.:i
recommended
scripting and analysis classes
in the cinema department as
the best training he had while

atSIU-C.
Weiss also advised students
not to set false deadlines for
themselves and to keep
plugging away at different
jobs in the film industry until
the right one comes along.
"Don't let the F -stop stop
you," Weiss told one student.
Conr-erning "The Naked
Gun," one of the more absurd
questions posed to Weiss was
whether the TV show in
question was "Police Squad."
Weiss showed good humor in
replying, "Yes. And this class
meets three times a week."
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ENJOY OUR HOLIDAY DISCOUNTS!
usual tees 'or tne f!rs! € ·~·,ee"s ~hen prE--paIQ
ONer e>p"es DeCEmber 31. 1gee

Nu6.UFg~9uf311~oN
]00 E Main (Hunter 6 10g ;
CarbonaaJt:'
\~·F

Nutrition is our profession...
Weight loss our specialty'"

8·5 30 SAT 8·'

Pagel;' Daily Egyptian, NOt'.mbl!rIa,'l988
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3-on-3 Basketball Tournament
Attend mandatory CaptaIns Meeting Dec. I
4pm SHe Room 54. Men'a and Women'. Dlv'.slons.
Rosters available at SRC Information Desk.
Play begins Dec. 5.

.
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Z for 1 Sczagram 7 & 7-up

HOLIDA Y SPECIAL!
ENJOY YOUR FAVORITE HOLIDAY FOODS & STILL LOSE WEIGHT
SUCCESSFULL yl Ge: menuS ladored ~o ycu' 1000 preferences EnJoye2ling

Gei 20 0'0 at1

3 5( -

Schick Superhoops
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r:- 'C,,5 CALL TODA Y FOR A FREE CONSULT AliON APPOIt. TMENT'

11:3~)am.9:00pm

Drafts

536-5531
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American Tap

Happy Hour

Intramural-Recreational Sports e
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'Scrooged' ,brings comedy
to Dickens' Christmas story
By Kathleen DeBo
Staff Writer

Bill Murray shines again in
"Scrooged" as Frank Cross, a
network television executive.
but he is ntit the only attraction.
The movie has enough walkon appearances to fill any
couch potato's heart John
Forsythe, Lee Majors. Robert
Goulet, Marv Lou Ret ton (as
Tiny Tim. n'o lessl. the Solid
Gold Dancers and John
Houseman all put in appearances.
The audience may be surprised by a more serious tone
than expected. This may be
comedy but it is also Dickens.
The story follows the
traditional plot but adds
modern twists. It definitely
amuses and enterlt.ins, but

Film Review
depicts children in
straightjadtets and homeless
people on Christmas Eve.
One of the refreshing aspects
of the updated version of
Dickens is that not eve:J the
kind characters are sappy
sweet. When Cross fires an
employee on Christmas Eve.
the employee, played by Bo~
Goldthwait. goes after Cross
with a shotgun.
The scene where Cross sees
his own casket is not as effective as the traditional
version. For some reason,
seeing the ca'3ket cremated
does not terrify him the same
way that seeing Scroog<. fall
intoanendless pit does.
The dead in this film are

"Iso

rotting and grotesque. One
ghost's stomach is filled with
slim~' monsters. But overall,
the film is not much more
horrifying than the traditiC'nal
Dickens"A Christmas Carol,"
only more graphic.
The film picks up speed at
the end. although a monologue
by "'Iurray sounds more like a
bad tE'levision preacher than a
comedian. An exuberant last
song makes up for that.
though. This is cne ca~e where
it is almost worth sitting
through the credits just to hear
the song.
Thi:; is not a film for young
children. but adults and older
children will probably find it a
refreshing break from most of
the animated children's films
released for Christmas.

For Gifts That Are Unique

N

Shop Polly's
Traditional Crafts
and
Antiques

1 Mile West of Communications
Building on Chautauqua
Daily 9-6
549-3547

Jan. 2-8

College Days in
$227

without
transportation

$322

with motorcoach transportation

('100 min. depQsit Early Payment Discounts)

~

618-529·5904

ENTERPRIZES

Three win in sticker contest
Technology school
to use combination
of several designs
By Daniel Wallenberg
StaHWriler

Three students received a
total of $40 from tne Department of Technology after
participating in a sticker
design contest for the
department.
The contest was held to
design a sticker that promotes
the Department of Technology
and can be used as a tool to
recruit new students, Bob
Bohac. presidenl of the student
chapter of Associated General
Contractors, said.
The design had to include the
SIU-C emblem, the words
"Department of Technology".

and 'he use of "creative
graphics and slogans. "
A $25 first place prize was
awarded to Tom Trimingham,
junior in design, for strong
design. A $10 second place
prize was awarded to Scott
Drake, senior in engineering
technology, for best work-

Initially the contest
was deSigned for a
single winner but the
judges decided to
combine three entries
into one sticker.
manship and a $5 Ihird-place
prize was awarded to Vince
Rosenthal, senior in industrial
technology. for best mollo.

Initially the contest was for a
single winner of $25 but the
judges did not like one single
entry and decided to use parts
of three entrees and combine
them into a single sticker,
Angela Nicholsen, student in
civil engmeering technology
and one of the judges, said.
Bill Eichfeld, assistant
professor of technology, said
lJult the final slicker design
will be dedided upon sometime
next semester.
Other judges were Joseph
Barbay, chairman of the
technology department, Linda
Helstern, public information
specialist and Eichfeld.
In judging the contest
Helstern said she looked for
·'graphic quality, uesign and
production capability and the
legibilitr, of the finished
product. •

Two 12" Pepperoni Pizzas
for 8.99
delivered free
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Lighten your load
bycarrymgan
Even if you're up to your eyebrov.~ in
homework. \'()u needn~ cam- the world 1m
vour shou Id~rs.
.
· ~(jt with a I\lJrintoslt computer on
vourdesk.
· Think of an assignment that weighs
heavily on your mind righl now-!\3)', a term
paper. With Macintosh, you can bring instant.
order to the iumhle of notes, scribhies,
quotes, and excerpt.~ that 'J! go intI) your
paper. You can qukkly dr.di an outline.
change the order of topics, and ~J! down
related idea~ at will.
Then vou start to "Tile. You dun't like
the w:ly you pbrJSed a paraWdph? No pmb·
lem -II)' something new, without erasing ur
rel}ping a word. WanttL mo,t' the second
page of your first: dIal! to the tail end of your
ia'l draft? It onl\' takes a few st'mnds.
With Madntosh, you can also have your
If }UU don't believe it, gOP by the lora
paper prlxlfread in a minute or two. And you
lion Iiged below and see Madntosh fill' your
ran iIIustF..Ie it ,,;th professional looking
self You'll wonder ho\\' you t'\'er carried' a
dr~\',ings and WJphs, t'\'en if you oon't know
!!efllester lIIithout uoe.
a Tsquare from a T·bird.
And here'sllle dincber: You lan learn
to do aJl oflheSt' thlliw; -all oflhem-in
I('\.~ lim\: lhan IUU might spend studying till'
The power to be ~ollr hesC
a ~(lnday Olllming qui?. Starting Sundar

••

For further derails conblct tbe Stu.c Tech

~~~1ll~~~~':1\1Jl:;8J6ir Computer
• rlXX.4/fW";_III<A/lfw- tlr "lf>/<..,. _ _•
'''''~~'/~Cllfft/U''''hu ·",,... rrt,
hr-ll"'rht'll1.l .... ~'I"pJrf.tIlll/~h«

~~G~ZJ

Ifyou warii freSh sandwIChes and salads-seroed with
fresh baked lialian or whole wheat bread, then you '1/
love the neulStibway.
aBlJlhA~
Wei'e fresh and fast-but

~'renot"fastf~':

t~Mlli.

No. Open
DaD,. lOam - 2am
UDder New

549-4020

.&D...

em~Dt

Grand Ave. Mall
(8Cr'OII8 from Lewta Park)

False fire alarms waste valuable t,ill);e and money
B~

It's 20 degrees outside at 2
a.m. and people are standing
outside their dorm shivering.
Some were rudely awakenen
from a deep sleep while others
just finished studying and
want to go to bed.
But they can't right now.
False fire alarms in
residence halls result in many
sleepy, complair.mg residents
pouring into the chilly ni~ht
air, waiting for the signal to
come back inside.
Fire alarms go off five or six
times per semester in the
larger tlorms such as Brush
Towers, but most of these are
false alarms, Steve Kirk,
assistant director of housing,
said.

Briefs
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT Association will meet at 5
tonight in La wsonl01.
INTERNATlONAL AGRICULTURAL
Student
Association will meet at 4:30
tvday in Agriculture Building,
Room 225.
SCHEDUUNG FOR Spring
1989 on-{2DlPUS interviews has
begun at the University
Placement Center. The tentative list of recruiters and the
first weekly schedule are
available at Woody Hall B204.
Sign up for the fl1'St group of
pr~creened interviews is
Nov. 28 through Dec. 2.

Within a one-year period, the Carbondale Fire
Department answered 118 false alarms on
campus, including dorms and classrooms.
Within the one-year period
ending April 1988, the Car·
bondale Fire Department
answered 118 false alarms on
campus, including dorms and
classrooms, Chief Everett
Rushing of the Carbondale
Fire Department, said. He
said each call costs the dty
about $280.
But the cost is not the only
problem, because every call is
presumed an emergency,
Rushing said.
"Kids don't think of the

consequences of maliciously
pulling an alarm," he said.
"The lives of civilians and the
firemen are in jeopardy when
we are traveling in at high
speeds to get to a fire."
He also said that the handicapped can have problems
getting out of the building, and
some people can panic, leading
to pushing and shoving. Kirk
said when people are
evacuating buildings half
asleep, accidents are hound to
happen.
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1. The clasa final eum period II JCbeduIed. based 011 the

meetinC lime aDd days coofigutaliOlllisted 011 the fu:;t line 01.
the clasa entry in the Scbedule 01. CIa8aes book (wbidl sbould
be the same as the first printed line fcc the sectioa 011 the
regiatensd student's scbedule priDt-(lUt). For ~.. a
clasa sec:ti0ll is listed in the ScbeduIe boot 00 two IineI in the
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StudenIIIwbomustmisaafinaleumiDatiOllmayDOttake
&r' euminatiOD before the time ICbeduIed for the clua
esami.DatiolLlaformatiOD relative to tile proper grade to be
Itudeota wbo mia a final euminaliOll aDd are DOt

wil

Starta Witil:
Meeting Days
.:00
OolyTorTBorTTB
.:00

10:00

l.

as- with a special eum time.

THE SOVIET Technology
Challenge, a special one-bour
presentation by the Air
Force's Foreign Technology
Division, will be at 6 tonight in
Davis Auditorium, Wham
Building.

GE-EI07
GE-E236
Accounting 2:/A)
Accounting Z30
Accounting 321
Accounting 322
Accounting 331
Accounting 341
Accounting 351
Accounting 361
Cbemiatry222A

G~101

GE-D 101,102,117,118,119, UAI
GE-D 106, 107

~:::=~-Sec.l,5

Exam Date
'Ibu.., Dec 15
Moo., Dec 12
Moo., Dec 12
Moo., Dec 12
Wed.., Dec 14
Wed., Dec 14
Wed., Dec 14

EMlnPeriod
l: 16-11: iilp.m.
S' 10-5: IOp.m.

'lbu.,Dee15

'lbu.,Dec15 I:OO-l0:00P.1l.

OolyTorTB orTTB

Fri.,Decll 3:1N;lOp.m.

iDdudeiJ all or W or F

Fri., Dec II 10:1Qa.m.-U:1Op.m

ODIyTorTBorT TB

Fri.,Decll 3:l0-5:1Op.m.

:t=::::;~Fwhidl

Fri., Dee 11 12:50-Z:5Op.m.

11:00

OolyTorTBorTTH

'DIu., De!: 15 12 :50-2 :5Op..o:..

iDclud8I a M or W or F

Fri., Dec: II 5:50-7:5Gp.m.

12:00

OolyTorTBorTTB

Tue., Dee lS 5:50-7:5Op.m.

12:35

OnlyTorTBorTTB

Tue.,DeclS 5:50-7:50p.m.

12:00

Any dayc:ombiDatioo which
includIiiI a II or W or F

Wed., Dec 14 7:5O-t:1iQa.m.
Tue., Dec 13 7: so..:5OII.m.

:~~:::;~=::: lS:OO(lp.m.) OnlyTorTBorTTB
5:50-7:5Op.m.
lS:OO
Any day eombiDatioo wbicb
I:OO-l0:00P .M.
Wed., Dec 14 12:fI&.2:5Op.m.
iDcludIiI a II or W or F
10:IQa.m.l2:1Op.m..
14:oo(Jp.m.) OolyTorTBorTTB
Tue., Dec lS 12:50-2:5Op.m.
Tue., DfJC IS S:I0-5:1Op.m.
MOIl., Dec 12 10:1Qa.m.14:00
ADy ~y combinatioD wbidl
iDcluds a M or W or F
Moo., Dec: 12 12:50-2:5IIp.m.
"l2:1Op.m.
Tue., Dec 13 10:lQa.m.'DIu.,Dec15 3:10-5:1Op.m.
1~:!Op.m.
15:00(Ip.mJ OnlyTorTBorTTB
Tbu.,Dec15 7:so..:5OII.m..
Tue.,Dec13 S: 10-5: lOp.m.
'DIu.,Dec15 3: 10-5: IOp.m.
15:35
Only T or TB or'" TH
'lbu., Dec 15 7:so..:5OII.m.
Wed., Dec 14 5: 50-7: 5Op.m.
15:00
Fri., Dec 11 3:10-5:1Op.m.
Wed., Dec 14 3:10-5:10(..m.
Wed.,DetI4 5:50-7:5Ilp.m.
Tue.,Dec13 3:10-5:1Op.m.
'lbu.,Dec15 3:1D-5:1Op.m.
lI:oo(tp.m.) OnIyTorT"ri~TTB
MOD., Dec 12 3: 10-5:1Op.m.
T"o=!., Dec IS 5: 50-7: 5Op.uJ..
Tue.,Dec13 12:50-Z:5Op.m.
11:00
Anydl!.yeombiDatioawhidl
iDcludeuMorWorF
Moa.,Dec12 I:OO-IO:OOP.II
Wed., Dec 14 5:50-7:5Op.m.

~~:::~:!-:.

-::'}1:1:
Tbu.,Dec15

~:-Sec. 1,2

~.~:z ~~:::;::::

Management318
Managemeot481

Nlgbtcluaeswhich meetooly011 Tbunday
1bu.., Dec 15 5:50-7:5Op.m.
Nigbtcluaes.tartiDl before7 :00p.m. aDd
Wed.,DecI4 10:IOB.m.-12:10p.m. meetiDloollODdayaDdWedDeBdaynlgbta

Marketi.og aM Sec. 1-4
Marketing 304 SK. 5,6
Marketing 305
MarketiDg 329

Tue., Dec 13
Fri., Dec II
MOII.,Decl:.!
Wed., Dec 14

1:lJO.io:ooP .M.
N"lgbt cluaesstartinl before 7:80p.m. aDd
7:so..:5Oa.m.
meeWII 011 Tladay aDd Tbunday alghla
8:00-10:00P.M.
N"Ulbtc:lueel tartiDI
after
10: lQa.m.-tz: IOp.m.
meetiDC ':ODday ~'::;':"'y nIgbta

MarketiDg336
Marketing 350
Marteting 363· Sec. 3,5, 6
Marteting 401
Marketing 439

Wed., Dec 14
MOIl., Dec 12
TIle., Dec 13
Fri., Dec 16
MOII.,Deetz

S:I0-5:1Op.m.
7:so..:5OII.m.
3:10-5:1Op.m.
7:so..:5OII.m.
3: lCH;:IOp.m.

Tue Dec 13

10:IOB.m.-tz:lllp.m. wboeepetilicmsbavebeenapproved

Mathematics 108, 109, lll, 114,

117,139,140,150,250,314

7: so..:5OII.m.

~:,r:::~ ~~:;~=:::

N"JIblclaaawhichmeetoolYOllllooclay
N"lgbtclaaawhichmeetODlyTladay

Moa.,Dec12 5:50-7:5Op.m.
Tue.,Dec13 8:00-10:00P.M· 1

N"JIblcluaesw1UcbmeetODlyOllWedDeBday Wed.,DecI41:00-10:00P.J!.!

:a

'lbu.,Dec15 5:50-7:5Op.m. :
Moo., Dec 12 5:50-7:5Op.m.
Tbu., Dec 15 5: 5O-7:5Op.m.

I
I
I
I
I
I

Wed., Dec 14 8:00-10:00P.M.,

_1<_

I
I
1J

.
NJgbtc:lueel.tartiDl 7 :IlOp.m.or ... ...::a
aOO meeting Tladay aDd 1'bursday Dilbta

Tue., Dec 13 I:OO-l0:00P.M·

Saturdaycluaes

Fri.,Decll 5:50-7:~.m. I

Make-upeuminaIiOlllfor.tudenla
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I
10:IQa.m.-12:1Op.m I

ODIyTorTB or'l TB

Any daycambinatioo which

I

Maa..,Dee12 7:so..:5OII.m.

FiMDce330
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I

EumPeriod

10:00

11:00

GE-A 101
GE-A 110
GE-A 115
GE-A 118
GE-A,B,C,221
GF-B 103
GE-B 202

BRIEFS POLICY The
deadline for Campus Briefs is
noon
two days
before
publicatir.n. The briefs must be
t~·pewrittel .• and must include
lim ... date. place and sponsor
of the e,'ent and the name and
telephone number of the
Iwrson submilting the item.
1It'llls shOUld be delh'erec': or
mailt'd to the Dail~' Egyptian
Iu·"sroom. Communications
HlIildin~. H()f)m I~n.

=:

Any day eombiDatioo which
iDdudeiJall or W or F

It.Dy day c:ombiDatioD which

ARCHITECTURAL TECHNOLOG Y, Clothing and
Textiles, and Interior Design
programs will spon~r a slide
oresentati&n abot:t the summer '89 travel-study program
to Europe including England,
France, Italy, Austria, West
Germany, and the Netherlands
at 8 tonight in Qu:gley
Auditorium, Room 140B.

A CASE For Humanities and
Human Caring in Nursing
Lecture will be at 7 p.m.
tomorrow at SIU Edwardsville, University Center.

I
I

aamiD&tioa WI!lI!lIr:.
S. otber cluaes (DOt tboIe for 1 credit)
FlntLiDeofScbeduleLis~:

"SELLING YOURSELF In
The Job Mbrket," PresentatiOIJ. on interviewing and
re5UIl1f!S, will be at 4 today in
Agriculture Building, Room

I

willbe1~:=:i..:;:s~=~

to memben 01. the iDItructiooalltaff at the lime Ihe:Y recfJVe
r
thefinal&racle IiatiDIforthe~ 01. pUs.
I
J. ODe credit bour c:ourw. ordiDarily
baW! their euminatioa durina I
the last regularly BdIedWed clua period prior to the forma! filial I

MeetinC Til_

PSYCHOLOGY
STUDENTS Association Mill
meet at 5 tonight in Life
Science II, Room 450. If unable
to attend, call 536-1784.

BIRTh PARENT Support
Group will meet at 5 tonight in
the TV Lounge of the Wesley
Foundation, 816 S. Illinois Ave.

I

1988 Fall Semester Final Exam Schedule

The examination schedule attempts to avoid
euminaliOll ec:mfliclll by providing aept.U'Ilte exatn..iDatioa
~~.!.orabou'l'Uelldat-Y~tir~III'
I:_'~ . otber infom-.....
final ~ ~ .... ..,.. UCIUW

OUTDOOR ADVENTURE
ClIJb will meet at 7 tonight in
Student Center Activity Room
A. Following the meeting, a
workshop on Trip Planning
will be presented.

209.

Richard Hayes, Coordinator of
Student Discipline, said.
"The scary thing about false
alarms is when there are a l{lt
of them, people begin to be
complacent and don't
evacuate the building when the
alarm goes off," Kirk said.
"Then if there was re::!lv a
fire, the staff would be the ones
hurt becaU!" they have to
check each floor for people ~:tiU
in their rooms."
Chief Rust>lng recalled a
tragic incident about 10 years
ago.
"While we were at the false
alarm, another call came in
for a house fire," he said.
"Before we coulti get there
from the false alarm call, the
house and all of a family's
possessions were destroyed."

Kirk said there at"! ways to
catch the culprits who pull
false alarms, but often these
methods are not needed.
"Usually, the person who did
it can't resist opening his
mouth ttl someone on his floor,
so Wf' find out about it," Kirk
said.
Pulling a false alarm is a
felony, with a fine ranging
from $50 to $1000, and a year in
jail, accordin!! to Chief
Rushing.
The coordinator of student
Qiscipline authorizes how the
the pulling of a false alarm is
handled, whether informally
or before the campus j'IQicial
board for diseipline.
"Every misconduct ili different so we have no way to
handle each individual case,"

Joyce Bergman

Student Writer

J
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CHRISTMAS SALE

>

t

81 I S. Illinois Store Hours: Mon - Fri 8:30 AM - 10:00 PM. Sat 9:30 AM - 10:00 PM, Sun 10:00 AM - 10:00 PM

,{;::(

t.

DIS·CouNT DEN"'S

~: i~ ff~st~*D~~*P~~~ ~~~1!~ .: ~ ~'~,,- '~ ~$- '." --C-1~- \.-~;::~'" ;¢~.~:.:1~

FILM DEVELOPING SPECIAL

Color Print Film
12 Exposure Roll
1!)ExposureDisc
2.. Exposure Roll
36. Exposu.re Roll

1.99
2.59
3.59
5.99

?....

f.e;.

~..f'k

DiS.count Den Coupon

~, .

r
0 -'. OIl!!F '" I oot OFF-'
10
to.
7~, iT"
-A
10

1. "'rmTS

I t"rlnT

Reg. 2.69
Reg.3.29
Reg. ".29
Reg. 6.99

Discount Den Coupon

t~

2.99
3.99
5.79
.7.89

KODAK.

FUJI

Color Print Film

Color Print Film

..

~~r. Reg.'U..IO.. r pnce.

i.·~.

'.'

A-

4.--

~~~
~~~~~~i~~~f
Dlscoun~Coupon
A
D~'jouponJ,
~

;

.' .

.

Ol.!.f

Regular Price

..

•

Discount De" Coupon"

t COK;:o~:r COKE~
Nt Cherry
Coke & Diet f:..
Sprite & Diet Sprite"J'

l
..
i~
~~

•

f:

*
.:

limit 2 With Coupon
,
Good Th~~-88

.~..

'P""l

.::.

-

..

Hl+

t!&

Dr. Pepper & Diet
Crush & Diet Crush

AOZC~iJn,~, 1(2,P,~\k,.. f~

~ ~;!;~W;thCOU::::
Good Thru 12.... -88

~

• .."......

MAXELL XLII
90 Minute
Biank Cassette

~

& Sweat Pants

"tt"
•

Light Set

Lim;t 2 W;th Coupon

Lim;" With Coupon

Good Thru 12-"-88
•
.-A.~-4IJ..,. ~"wS.. •• .A~ .~~

•
.-......,....~.......

Dis(oun t Den Coupon'"
Reg. 2.69
..,.

I.

SW~~ ~5;HIRT
P

~.................... ~

PEPSI. DIET PEPSI,J

*!i

Discount Den toupon

i ~~iBg t~J 2: q)s{'l
•

Li",it 10 With Coupon
Good Thru 12-...88,..,.

....... r

Reg. 7.89
CHRISTMAS

T

®®~~

'"'

Discount Den Coupon
Reg. 3.29

~

Reg. 1.29
UR90
90 MInute

MAXE~L

J. 2:~i ~

Discount

Discount Den Coupon
Reg. 2.19

.:

it
1';
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CHRISTMAS

Wi'apping Paper
40 Sq. Ft.

~

/~1 ~

.t.
r.

~
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Bush, Bob Dole make peace,
agree to cut deficit together
WASHINGTON (uPI) President~lect George Bush,
conce1ing Monday he may
face difficulties dealing with
Congress, held a peacemaking session with Senate
Republican leader Robert Dole
where the pf'··~ical rivals
agreed to try to cut fr.e deficit
withOllt new taxes.
Foll<lwing an hour-long
lunch lD the vice president's
office, Bush aud Dole - who
warred this year over the GOP
presidential nomination emerged to proclaim they are
strc.ng allies whose first battle
is to cut the deficit.
"We're going to have a
coopera tive rela tionship,"
Bush said. "We're going to
address this budget deficit
problem early on."
"The electior: is r:\ler and we
both have obligations," said
the senator from Kansa!'.
"Certainly mine is to help him
become a great presIdent and I
intend todo that."
"That's what it's all about.
The things that nave happeni!d
in tht. past - we've both been

..

~re~tta~dqui~~ w!~~ ~:

election is over it's over. So
we're going to go to work."
Praising Dole's abilitiel>.
Bush said the senator had

made suggestions on the
timing of how to deal with
Cor.gress on the budget and,
"After this luncheon, I think I
feel more convinced than ever
that we can proceed."
The lunch conversation,
Bw:h said, was "about how we
will proceed. We ~th agreed
that working toward getting
this deficit down is priority.
The timmg of what F.ctions I
take is largely shaped by a lot

Praising Dole's
atilities, Bush said the
senator had made
suggestions on the
timing of how to deal
with Congress on the
budget.
of input from Ca~itol Hill."
Along those lines, Bush
agreed to travel to Lle Capitol
Tuesday for a morning
meeting with the Republican
lcauership and new GOP
sena tors. He said he also would
m~t with the Democrats who
lead the House and Senate.
Bush already has met with
House Speaker Jim Wright, D-

THANK YOU
From

Mike and Sandy Maurizio

Texas, and the two men
pledged to work together when
the 101st Congress convenes in
January.
Despite Bush's upbeat
words, he conceded Monday he
is sure he would tun into some
clifficulties with Congress.
"But we're going i.o work
fine."
"There will probably be
some times when we differ
with the majority party up
there,'· he added after the
lur.ch. "But I'm confirlent that
this p=-~ident~lect, when he
bec6mes president, will be
abh
to
work
most
coopentIvely with our
leadt:lship in the Senate and
certainly in the House. "
The fact that the budget is a
priority for Bush as he succeeds President Reagan Jan,
20 was evident in that the only
other person attending the
Bush-Dole lunch was Richard
Darman, Bush's ('hoice as
budget director.
Bush has insisted repeatedly
that he will fight any effort to
raise taxes and believes the
budget can eventually be
balznced through a "flexible
freeze" - in wiJich government spending would be held
to the rate of inflation.

TRAVEL, from Page 1 - - - (the bill) to stop this practice
entirely would probably pass. "
The University hopes to
reach a compromise with the
Legislative Audit Commission
so similar bills wiu not be
passed in the future, Wilson
said.
If the Legislative Audit
Commission decides the
University has the power to
issue travel advances, the
auditor general will have to
drop the issue, he said.
"They (critics) say we're
loaning people money out of
state resources. There is some
merit to that posilton. We don't
go back and examine whether
they paid in cash or credit
card. We're giving money for
which they haven't yet incurred an expense, " Wilson
said.
That is contrary to the way
the rest of the state works, he
said.
After their trips, the em-

ployees way owe the
University for travel advances
not used up but in most cases
the University still owes the
~rr:toyees money, Wilson
"We don't want employees
making us a temporary loan.
We don't feel that's right," he
said.
He said there is a certain
amount of extra paperwork
involved because all employees who travel on
University business, including
those who received advances,
have to fill out vouchers
stating how much money was
spent.
The University is trying to
compromise by using direct
billings for large expenses
such as airli!le travel and
credit cards for other expenses. Otherwise, such expenses would require either a
large initial out-oi-pocket
expense for University em-

PRESS, from Page 1 - - Fitzwater, who ilad been
planning to leave government
when Reagan leaves office
Jan. 20, was obviously overwhelmed by the vote of confidence from the pr~:dent
elect. When asked about
Bush's promise fe. "fresh
faces·' in the administration,
the less-thao-telegenic Fitzwater quipped: "I'm willing to
take a new face. I'll take Tom
St:lleck."

After making the announcement, arranged on
short notice, Bush left the
stage to Fitzwater, who
professionally
dodged
questions about regular news
conferences in the future - hi&
advice on such matters is
erivileged, he said. But he said
••e expects reporters would be
seeing Bush on "a daily
basis."

ployees or a travel advance,
Wilson said.
Meals and ground transportation are expenses for
which the University still uses
travel advances, he said.
Without travel advances, the
employees would have to pay
for their expenses and be
reimbursed later.
The University is working to
limit the travel advances to
occassions suc!: as foreign
travel or domestic travel for a
limited number of days,
Wilson said.
Group travel also would be a
special circumstance. Many
coaches, for instance, cannot
afford to pay travel expenses
for athletes for several days,
Wilson said.
The auditor general made
the statement in a 1987 audit
finding, which is a repeat of a
1985 finding. Wilson said the
auditor general probably will
make the same finding in 1989.

Hogan's assessment of this
yec.r's Halloween festival as
more violent than in years past
joins a host of police officials
and Halloween Core Committee members. Sam McVay,
director of the Health Service
and chairman of the
Halloween Core Committee,
has been quoted as saying,
·'!'nl worried <Halloween) is a
drunken bash - a Grunken
braw:'''was
TI.e"(Be)
core committee's
theme
part of the

INOlA ASSOCL'\ nON OF SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
cordially invites you to the 4th Annual

~offfidla

at Murdale Bdntist Church
(Near Carbondale Clinic)
on Saturday, December 3, 1988
Program Social Hour
6:00 p.m.
Dinner
7:00 p.m.
Admission Students
'7.00
Members
'7.00
Non-members
'10.00
Studen! tickets a! r. are lim ·'ed. and anly QVailabl. through
Prnidtln!. Indion Stud.n! Assoc:ioIIan, 51U-C
Tick.ts will no! II. said at the door.

FOR TICKETS AND OTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Uday Desai 457·2715 or Subha.h Sharma 0157-5644

We don't seem
to be having any
luck here, Let's
go to the

Midland Inn
& get great BBQ
&acoldbeer.

What a

~ Great \
' . Idea!
.
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Carry-outs Available-Kitchen Open 11am-11pm
Mon-Sat. 11-4am - Sun. 12-4pm
Old Rt. 13 West of Carbondale 529-9133
,.
.611 Dee
an lZZQ' \ •

NOW DELIVERS!

- Check Out Our New Seafood Pizza
receive a small Seafood Pizza for FREE
w/purchase of a large Pepperoni Pizza
~
(Expires 12/31/881
§ '~

Bud Lite & Busch
Pitchers $2.00
.. }~~ All Bottled Beer $1.00
Wine Coolers $1.25
~,~l

(<>-sponsored by the
WeJlnPS5 lenter's
S.O.S. (Self Over Substance)

611 S. Illinois Ave. On the Strip
549-8178
611 Dee Pan.Piz
.

(!ele.b'tate the comln9 of
(!h'tl~tma~ and the o'Vew
'Jjea't

Program and
Intramural-Recreational

~~"...~

HALLOWEEN, from Page 1beJigerent crowd this year. "

We would like to thank the Jackson County ,iolers who
supported Mike. We'd also like to thank all of our old friends and
the many new friends we've made for all of their h~lp over the last
14 months.
Let's all now pitch in and help Chuck Grare make the States
Attorney Office an office which works for tlle Jackson County
citizens.

with your commitment to keep yourself
and others healthy this season.

agreeing not to
Drink and Drive
over the holidays.
Sign your name to a
ribbon to tie on the Rec
Center tree. Tie your
ribbon on at the

team for a sale Halloween.··
The most recent voice added
to the chorus of boos for the
festival is President JohnC.
Gu} In. Caijing Saturday's
celebration an "unmitigated
disaster" Guyon recommends
that the city do away with the
public consumption of alcohol
during the Halloween Fair
Days.

~";:-.~Nb Trim The Tree Party
DECEMBER 5 6-8:30 PM

The city cooncil has yet t.o
Jom us Monday. Dec. 5 for tree
discuss the future of
,:"./ .. ",\1.,.:,
trimming, free reireshmenh and carolmg
Halloween since the conclusion
::' :''';':.;',,~'.::.:,
Jfthis'year'scelebratinn:
---·liiililill
_ _ _/1."
_ I' _ _....______________________. .

~Je.f!. bltiY'~IM>fi\{n; Mite~6eP~:1988

~

r

Clasli fied Directory
Fa, !;ol.

•

Recreational Vehicle.
16 FOOT

' fum. wooded 101.4 mi. Irom campus
In qulel park. Very low ut", ond
~ t~ lor file budgel S4OOO. 549-

Services Offared

:!i:O~HD

o;'~~~

Wanted
lost

i

Bicycles

Entertainment

. 10XSO MOIllE

I.,..,

Auction & Sales
Yard Scle Promotion

r;!:,'pork musts.II 52200 Ca1l542· I ,
. 12-5-83
""Ae70

Antiques

I

Apartments
Houses

Business

I

I
Opportunities
Free
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_ .' --1_

_ I '. .
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.
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.Ma_'.
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12·14-88 ............. 10568077

dromaI Fall 5200 ma Res/denl
manager on prem/s" Call 549-

~~4-83

twa

~~,"'y no pets

Pet, and Supplle,I
".

.

..

.'

I::'!:..~;~"':!':::i

0&51A067
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12·14-88. -. - ......... 10488077
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I NEED
1-26-U . ............. '0758a8S
ONE TO shore d.luxe twa

campus and mall. Qule' neighborhood. A.... " Immedla'-fv. Call

~i6!e38.
S2SOI

. . . . . . ...

10498b85

3 BEDROOMS. Coun'ry. 7 mi.

I to S/U. Energy .H'elenl. Carpel
,

~'onces. 549-38SO.

I

Cozy. Appliances. Corpel 2 m Eas'.

.
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I
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08108070
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Taurlng

I

I
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I

Camera,
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~

d'rtblk•. 80111 reoenfly luned
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HD. WEIGHT SENCH, JOO Ibs, W
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I'

Hom..
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We Buy TV-s,
Stereos, VCR's

A 1·TV 715 S. III.
. 4591Ad69 I ,-_...;;!.;;_.;..J..;-4;.;7..;1~7_ _.....

1124Aa72: 12-2-88 .
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Townlloas.s

Rl'nting for
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Block

52
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'-.

LH~!L-
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No.

Of

S'ate

Days To Run _ _ _ _ _ _._

Z,p Code

1082

Country Club
Circle
Sugar Tr_

.~ )~~~1

eEnergy Efficient

'1~~L

living
-Laundry IPool
-Minutes From

RENTALS

Phone

~----------------------------------

J2-1Z-&I . - .........

c ••

IOJSSe75

Avoll Jan ,"

12-2-83 .............. 10518<69

~~:~~~~~i::~r::~

t:~FURHISHED ,;;",~/~:'O
paling, N_ re'r'g. 8us to SIU. 1200
12-5-88 . . . .. ...... .. 1I IBSe70

529-1218,549·3930

ro4lW'DEFondreorbdrm,bothand~

Ia~~=!:JE~~~~:
i ~:2~~-8:'351 mil/$I60I·1.!..~:~
now. Nice. Clean 2 bdrms. 2 m'
':,.":(~~urryl 549·3850111 "23Se75

I

Knollcrelt Rental,
10& 17 wid.
SIOO& up
Ouitlt Country wrrourocllng.
Scwry. nopell,
5Q\il.-1 W"ton Old 13

684·2330

Campus
-Walk

OTllt<" ,\t·

to University

Mall

501 E. CollegE'

-Eff.

Sign now through

Fur.

choice of a T.V.
or Microwave.

4574422

1,2, &38/R
& Unfur.

-Now leasing
529·4611
529-4511

Carico Trailer
Court
1106 N, Carico
Renting for Spring
Newly Remodeled
2 bedroom

$175 month

1195 E. Walnut

$125 Security
Depo5it

8:30-5 M-F

Royal .ental.

457·4422

. . ' .'.

eCentral Air (aU electric)
• • eWasher & Dryer
eMicrowave

¢7

eDiShwasher
It Allond You Should Tool
SIO'I N. .elt LaIlUry Townhouses
and Moellfl" Accelillt.. Onlb
.J Bdrlll. Apb. for RentAvailable to If't"tIPi of J
PHP"

W.'ve Got

Classification
I (Required for ofliee u .. only)
I!Address
Name
_________________________________________

..

lor~';::::::. ~::;:.::~

f:~:::' s:"~nd.

CoIlqe

549-6610

By Appt. Only
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NICE

:~:Zw,:,..:~ ·~~~~

Call".

W~~~~~~l~~~l~!~:er

1VI8:Iit

1.92

1.7JDfter5pm.

_.. 0_75

Imperial
Apartments

will give you your

I

ROAD.

spaCiOUS 2 bedroom. 1.90 0 mon,h
IncJ wafer, lrash, and Iown. 687·

Abo-

:,s:,,=~~~t::,~;r;:::

and Royal Rentals

\~~~~£~~

h. a u .1M.

10000bn

. OfJ9lla79 ::':d~'" "-_,. 529-5313, E::~::;;;.r:::r:'5200 mo. plus,

spring semester
Print your clouified ad in ,I\e .pace provided. Moil along with your cl\eck 'a the
Dody Egyptian Clouilled Dept" CommunicatIon. Building. S'U, Carbondale, IL 62901
Don't torget to include punctuation & .poc... betws.n word.. ~
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Mobile Home•

MURi'HYSBORO

..,'ul.1y no pets. Call 684-4/45.
12·9,88........... .07738&74

. lC)3(JAk67

• Cash •

~

CAMPUS, REAllY nice 3

bedroom

Eff,'c,'enCI'es
Clean, Quiet

I!

1\ I'

HOUM.

NEAR

Sr:;;~;::::::r

041NON ICG5) lS ...... camera. 2

197. TOYOTA CElICA GT "ftbocfc, 5

I 12-1+88 ............

Ir

12-'Z-&I -.

1986 SUZUKI GS 5SOfS. 5600 mi., .....
exlta 529-2054or529,3163Ie"" outomcrtlc wind, llash,
Vanoe and HI,... locfcttorl, red,
block, $1800 OliO. Mus' ..", 457.
12-7_". .. ... . .
. 0976A172
7194
~

0661A091

C"y

'7C71 8bn

NICE 3 BDW house, Sl50 mo. Call
529·5981. A""I'abie Dec. 16-

SPACI:::::'~: F~N!=jc,~! ~~ ~~~~-~801!M'';';';",' ~r:::~~

Om8on

TOPCARBONDALHOCATIONS
1 bedroom
'urnlshed apartm~n..

~~Z:Ea1;:t':~~;~:;: t~~~~~,~:~~~! ~rtln.GoociI

I

.. 10168b83

I,.

I

76 ISO' W Moln529-2J02
1-17-83
"
096lAb71

~lfeslde'. (/CheJ
'~~~7-6000...
surp~~t·. S-1Iuyws9S".
~
_._

Ad

. 0&858070 . Coli Greg, 457-3586. l ...e me..oge
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I:::~o::;a:::-:~'
I
=~;le~w,.",:n1so~e=:
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~:,~::,~~~::~::;:kl~'S;':~C::O

MuS! lind subleas.. '

12·5-88. . . . . .

Cal, 684ci~:!o74
I
lUXURYAI'T. SU8l.ETail or port lor 2
COOt
or J - ' - /'or now '" 2nd s_
VAUEY BOARDING Kennell.
(x"....../ynice'529-2/87.
.
I ~,~~~$3t.2~r.;'t2~'2Hwy g.~~DAUSPECIAi.·ri... i:~~S;'::
I 12-14-88 .............. OI38Ahn 1 3 bdrm opls. 8onn'e o-n Property
'I

Ius' ;'In'ed

!(:/.~~

;

: _(muslbeZI "'"""IJandex".,, ~'';'''~'e"~
1008_ ' Jaw _ , rates for "'" goroge $200,457-5047
1911 ACCORD,S Ipd 4 door, a-<:, I ~~ 60S N illinoiS. Call 549- II-JD-U _
1029A167
... pC, 73.ux ml, Dskinll S2,4SO
12-5-83.
. 0593Ab70 I'

I
I
I
I
I

large

I

•

1",......

I

I

i

I
Apartment.

12-2-88

! Lflli

0

p-:~~~~R~'~:'~., ~:;'a: t:'?d~/~-:''::!:;. ~~.."::1,7~ Wesl 01 i cou';/p,::', ';:;~~I~~;

1200. Call

Electronic.'
.
WORDP£RFfCT 5 0
dlscoun' S/lS OatatDUCASTIONAL
529-25U
om,"
12-1-83
02l2AgU

I

S9 xxx U5OO0B0 CoI1457-4517

I
I
I
I

~/H'elenl

~:~E~~~~;~:s";:a~~~ i :;~~/'I~/.~;:':d~·~eCI::':;

IOJOAlt1

\.

low priced
. _ tires, botterle•. $29.99. Gator

~: ~~ LX~, '::'.dr:::!'

11.; 'E

bdrm,

Roul.

'/~~c:,"684-4'45
06548073 ;2S::00.t.i FURNISHEO ~~~e::: ::'';;d~;,1';2~~'~ ':~.r;!~cI~:
~'~'i/o"~D'!!!.H~~,~~r:~'u';:pR,- ~,t'~~:;s ';d~i~"a::r,'!- : ~i6:73 ..... . . . . . . 10438b85
.• -,
.
lor
rod tude
' AlRN 3 8DI!M
h
~:,':. ~":C::;' ';;'::' ~~~~~~;,~ :r'2"'; "':11 ... s .. ~Is .. 10428069 ! dose to camp~:""9'::'.ho-;:,
';'.;~:
P

11-30-88 .
I!,

USED TIRES,

'
_ _7

12-7-88

II'ep'ace, pa'io. lurn.,
r.decoraled, n.w carp-'. a-e.
$390. 549-8527,
12-7-83. ......
., 0&668bn

08758082

FUR·
Crossroads
. . . .. 10178067

EFFICIENCY,

~~S7~~5~/12ia ma

r

~ ""''' -~

;;:m,P<!':'~~7::!/,glll.

. -!I~Y
;~~2~~: ....... _..... ~734Ab8; I ::::~5t~::'!~~s:o""'" Call
also
lO6OAlln

1986 TOYOTA CEUCA GT, bJDcfc,
om-fm can. eq CIt 5unroof. crul,.
"", 29 XXX, ext worronty S9soO

2-3-19 .

:fR~8 RENTAL AVAllA~'O~::

Spr'''9

I

. l' TIIANSMISSION REPAIr AAA Auto I C'J!,"'=::::ia:!:7,;,."'r
~i
Automotive: I Sales Dnd Servke. 605 N 1/11_
In....-y way but .... and valce,

ff!i:~_3

~mo, no pels. ':011 Pom a' 529·

for

-:'',:'
c:.,";::f;t2
i2'~' EDGE'
~I' ~;,;,!799=~
~~;..:!:'"forGOOD
"'l!;.. ~1:i-4.tl
BDRM,
Il~;~~O
•. I :'-"I~'"
~IN~
~TEf
says, Pion
MonaP'".
529.-20S4.
.
MURPHYSBORO.
lOCATION. I'I ~~~YSBOR02'
A.... "oble now. Hurry.
549-38SO
. ·" .· ·.,. .·PartundServlce,
'·" ·.·'",.· .·'"'·.:·'.,. · · '"..,.·:·-"":...,..··~.'"'·.,..:'·~·",... ·'"..'-·I:' ~r;r.,!'':'
Pork S,,", Rood,
util'''.. lurnlshed. Gou Property
H~rry.
.unporcfl, ullllty room and pantry.
• III"'·
I.:
'-/7"
.
~.nAII7' _nogers.CalJ529·2620.
125-83 .............. 11_70 . 5130 mo. Call 687·2314.
I
2

l·inS'

080 CaJlS49-85JO
11-30-88
.

plus $200 damage depaslt. C"II
... 10108067

SUBlEASE 2 8DRM

;~-;,'~;~;20:rs;:2~~~oe.529- ~::~/cHorSbdrm. WI~:~~~r~
1~-~;::us 2 SEDROOM, s=~ ~ :,,:~:,'!:"~~~ r'~~'"c:;;';;:fy';;~
I ~~:;od~J~-un:a":erco~t ~~7= Swanson. 529-5294
451-6956
~/~~:";,;,' ii ~~~I~s' =:b7~

I'

~~r~s~,!Don~:':~::'~~'~!t ' ~/=':mm'~":~;:~eS;:s !!~:no,;

except for those aecoun.." W'
.. i..t...h.. e...s..to.b
... I. iS. h.ed...c..r.. ed
..• il..,....

!L

t::';;2't,:':I=e~'!;,~;';"~

I034Am69 : CARTERVILLE

:,.!H3fe:' 'cHAli! 'HEVfR09~:;t" I
i1o':r~1s~~~7~kl::;!~ha~~~~:;;

Rides Needed

Anything processed alter 12:00 noon will go in the
following day's publication.
The Daily EgyPtion cannot be respun5ible for more
than one day's incorrect insertion. Advertisers are
responsible for checking their advertisements for
errors. Errors not the fault of the advertiser which
lessen the value of the advertisement will be
odjusted. If your ad appears incorrectly, or if yov
wi5h 10 cancel your ad, call 536.3311 be'ore 12;00
noon for cancellation in the next day's issue.
Any ad which is concelled before expiration will
be charged a $2.00 service fee, Any refund under
S2,00 will be forfeited_
No ods will be mis·cl05sified,
Clossified advertiSing mu.t be paid in advance

.. 08548072

t::r:s:s~~O;::-jl J !~;~;:,~ Sound ! ~2~:o!~M· 3· ~lIes· eos~8:t~oo~ ~ :n~';:~~c::~bl:~e;:~~;~~
GOlD GE WASH-DRYER ty
ite,' 12-4-88
0703Ann , ~t~o ;:,.~:~h::::'~;,,~.:: : ~9i:-89.. .. . . .... 10 148b82
bicycle cfleNY twin ~,~! I
.
, paid. Call 937-3978 "fter 4pm
. lUXURY 3 SEDROOM . •xclus've
mise. l~sole.Mov'ngl 549-~'5~
:
! :28~~OO FOil S· 08878075 I area, 'd:;:,' lor prol... 'anals, S4SO
Mlse_IIan.out

f

Business Property
Mobile Home lots
Real Estate
All Classified Advertising must be processed
before 12:00 noon 10 appear in next day's publication.

I

! ~~:::or549~52.49:

J:

~~~4-83

O88OAm84 '

::::-er ~e7'J..':'·:.w_'::;~...:.:~ I

Fo,Ren'

=)~~~rl~.~: S'.:;r~5~~8~~~~5~;:

:.!!.~t!d,~::iuTn::;:'i!~~~ ~~ mo. 457·7337 oIl., 5pm 457<nO

0:::

076238b77
CARBONDAlE 2 8DIIM Caunlry
s.ff'ng. 2 mil •• lrom campus. 5130

1

Furniture

I

I 12·12-83

"
. 09988070
FOR RENT, 111,_

~2~1.m684-2'UI:

SPIDERWE8S-8UY AND sell used
.. S-lhonOId

socro/icedo.S24S0080 549-8420
I red
1047Ae75 5
i FOR SAlE NEwt Y remodeled mobile. 122-83

Announcements

~:7e~e:o Rent

Al'ARTMENT

I

~-

all I 1-25-83

NEW LUXURY 2 bdrm fown nom••m

bedroom, Murpilysboro-Carbondole

g>.'i:~2327,askforJeon~:5A.75' ~~~~~~;8tanlfqu
HOME,

UnfurnfshtKI. wat.,

:'~~U'1of~IS~:""~~~93'fr :~;;

0999A167

,-

I. .

2 8DRM APr

~~9-S420.

norse
exoellenl

=~~~~~t'~.~n C:.• ~~':; t !,:~ ~E= bo~';:,"$5IJgSSOI
~tm cflalr $35 997-9457 after

Cameras

Mobile Homes
Rooms
Room,Tlates

.

FI8ERGtAS boot. <It'

malar. Ira ••1 Iral'er,
eondman 985-2296.
11-30-83.

;4XS6. 1980
furnished, edto nice. 457-5331 or
~~i~::6.....
. . . . 0&24A868
14X70, 38DRM, 2 bofh, 57,500 OBO

i

Miscellaneous
Electronics
Pets and Supplies

Sporting Goods
Recreational
F
'
Vehicles
urOiture
Musical
Books

I

.

l 66 NEW MOON. 10XSO 2 bedrooms

Auto
Help Wanted
Ports and Services
Employment Wonted
Motorcycles

~~~i~; Homes

,J '

Mobile Home.

or"

Uc4ltHHW4IIISL c.o451.JIII
.11 E_.IC4I.,.. Drtw

.
'. •

¢

Two & Three
Bedroom

504 S. Ash 2
515 S. Logan

408'/2 E. Hester
500 W. College 2
209 W. Cherry
506S. Dixon

334 W, Walnut 3

529-1082

:....=. =

~:;f:"T~~m? ~~'I!~:-;~~

I
"::::"1ocec:.1I~:
I 2859
.... 549-5596.
12·1_ ........ ' . . . . O9I_n

knowledge 01 - ... - - 11.,"11.
<lied< ""Ih us firs' . ."." compore.
,.., appolnfmenl _sary. Sony no

ONE F£MAI.E IIOOMMATf - . d

C'''' ~~/:~ I ::':'''!i':'A='Of'';';i~ ulil.

com_

- . . . Po.k·do.... ,.,
In
town. 6:6 E. Pork. lIaoan... _ . .
Ham.I'ark close,., oompus. 1/1. 5.

12·2" ............... 097_'
F£MAI.E I!OOMMATf NEEDED far
sprl"ll _ . . . . . ~.

~.i.: 71.3 ........... 0603...,
SAVf $40 PfII manlll. 2 t.dr-,>
Ideal ..... coupl. .... ""11'" Naw S.60

I!OOMMATf WANTfD. MALE or
far spring _ . " , . .......

...

~~~' •. ~~6·~70

lema..
=-,;,

;:'~~.C;::;'~I;'~::-6'~~

1539. SaulhWoadsl'ark.
• 2 . _ ............... 0_74
COALf 2 MILES
2 bdnn. nice.
d.an. mlcrowov.. furnJdled.
de,..,./I. no JWII. 549·3043.
'2·'" ............... 0255_

N!!,!..~,~ ";;7:

It.

5591.
12·s.- . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0997. .10
THE lEST PlAa ,., be neld ..",..
to meet your
_ _ _• far ..."' ........ frotn
S'80.00"""""".457.3321

fa,'.

ColI Meadow

:"'~kr_Ff~':';::: (K"";:J ~,Z:: ·$iMEsm.· .i' , : :

9

::-a.!:n~

~~: no.pets· 54 ...aoe'0655_

3~;,,~

:,
bulldtnsr.549-7425_m_.
12·s.-... . . .. .... 10lkle1O
I!OOMMATf NEEDED FOIl 4 bdnn
"'-e. Fwn. '!"ie' ne<ghborhood.
SI25 mo. plus _ _ ulII"....
549-2864.
.,.s.- .............. 101,..10
.IIOIIM/fOIJ$f:3f/.rlsIlHdI_.
E. Pork $ •• SI.o mo. W_
..".._ _ utlI. avaIl Immttd.
Coli 457·S619", 549-7598
12·1" . ' ............ 087_
MALE 011 F£MAI.E awn ~. Jo,.ge
"".. bedroom "'-e. ...,.,- and

CARBONDAlE NICf , bedroom.
-..d In
porl<. coli 529·2432
.... 529·'G06.
11-30-88 .............. 0 _ 7
SPACIOUS MODERN 3 bdnn. 2
"""'.. ""III flreploce. Musl"""
gaadre_.CoIl457-6033.
II.JO.N ............. 08.81<67
CARTfllVlUf NICE I and, bdrm. I
mil. from la9c>n. 15 min. from S/U.
No I...... noJWII. 985·3273.
:2·1" ............... 0923_
2 AND 3 bdrm lurr:tshed. "'. 51. 2
mll.s _ . Situ rna E~

""Ie,

hard wood

~et.~~f,:s!~~96r.''-'·<H. ~2~ru N£romf!'~~

(K

............ Lewi. Pork. Coli 111<1<
MGtI.529·3198.
12·7............... 101,..72
F£MAI.E I!OOMMATf NEEDED far

f~:l'" ~~ '.~.:::~ ...
win.....
,.n!

E7~~

!

~~,::,c t!~~,;:,

tONG'S

Coli 529·3607.
12·2"

__ ._~ II
Room.

INN

. .j

MOTEL

Suns.'). 825 E _In. C'do/e. S5" per
.....« wl1ll. they los .. Coli '57·5115.
2.....
. .... OCCC8d92
CARBONDALE ROOM IN boo.dlng
baus.. S 125 plus utll. per man.h
Owen
_nagemenl .•29·2054
12.2-88 .

Is.o

12·9. .

Prop.rty

-_...1
fEMALE NOOMMATf NEEDED
3
';.,~~mor. to Jlv. In L.wis. Porle

I

:~!.~,'r,2~=·;oll,~~~~

n----·-.

crt

082B8gn

~'I::'?':: ~::. ~~:

"c. Eoe. pay. for'more Info call 206·
7..,-7544 .,d. 0-439.

11·30-41.
.. ........ 1062C61
THE ... VON SAN7A.."o I_II,f1far
you. Coli up far on In"""''' Coli
collect Honey 01 983·5960 .... CMIo Of
542·5915.
12·9" .......... " . . 1Q66C74
STUDENT APAITMENT MANAGEII
lot' _11"11 oporIments.
rent
coJI.ctIon.
mo'n·
.._
_, • •rwcelv,""
tc. Good solory

,ho,..

~

OfSPfIIATfLY Sf£KIHG TO . - .

".1_

529·5CC2.
. . . 0881_9
12·2·88 .. " .
ONE fEMALE ROOMMA Tf needed
for Spring ,.,"",.r Le¥Irls Pork with
o neo' op•. Coli H.Jd1 549-4S67
12· ".8B . . . . . .
. .. 1073. . 75
fEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED ,.,
a beoutJfu"y fumlJ.hed two
bedreom apartmen' SprIng
semM'er. Clod to campus 000 onfy
$200 0 month. for

Wanted to Rent . ]

\

:

SPRING SEMESTER. I a- 2 lemales
for 0 "ice L.wfs Pork Apt. with greol
roommoies_ Call Llone or Kotle

1,

&319

1033.. 72

.

~,;,:"

~ba~,:~~OCJi5~~~;;:

_.F""""I.•.

2-8-11 . ..

:::..

Information

or a tour of tn. oporimen' coJl Sf.ph
011•• 4'00 at 549· 7268,
12·1_
. ..
112$1en
SUBLEASfII NEEDED 2 blocks '"""

_11>"

~%/:,~/sN.':::l'.'::rbr'~ ~~.~

WIlli houslftg provided. (,oup"
preferred. 2 yr. cammilment. Send
... ,,_ ,., cae S. WoII Ap. 0-1
CarbonGo ... "62901.
12·12" '"
Ilf0C75

549·6095011.. 5 ,00Pm
12·5-811
. . . . . . . . /192. . 70
I I!OOMMA TfD NEEDED"" 3 bd,m

~~-~:;",=~. Sc:;r~';1:12'1.:

549.3930.
12.5.88
. . . . . . . 111,..70
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
Spring . _..... fumlshed. 190 mo.

ALLOETTE COSMETICS TAKING
~lcDllons W.d. HoY 3/1 - - Inn.12."".,.50lukl..-n.
/1.20-41
. . . . . . . . .. 10S0C67

)~~~':sHu'""'.S5'9-85f7

=~~~::V~~,;.AppIy

1 •• _

SUBLEASEI/.
NON SMOKH
PREfERIIED 1 olhers Ia.
IPOC;OUI 3 bd,w,- opt. Portly fur·

12·1".
.. 1121C68
TEACHfIl5 OF ENGliSH os 0 second
longuog.
Posslbl. I"or'~'erm

,..,.on

~~~~::;. ,~,f·~aZ·~Ug.p~~~, :;,:.'=~ or~~"r,:9 J::::r:i

~n I:';:;'

a::s:. ~:=:

6pm. Gcrtsb!r'•. 608 S. illinois.
12-2" ................ 0785C69
OVfIlSEAS JOBS. $900-2000 mo.
Sutnmw. yr. n>und. all COIInIr'•. all
lields. ,.... Info. W'," UC. ".0."

::!.':;,:~../tames

Lectur«.

Ooes<~. C-.... far E"II/lsh os

0

~ 'i~O:~ HOUSE: 4~:O= ~,~,;.,~,::,n ,'1::::::

on. mo,.. 1176 Eost Wgjnuf ne.., to I 62901. PIt. 611..... 53-2265. SlUe,s em

!

~:a~:"~'~,, ~1'~~'J::',n;::~: ~al

529.3513.
12-l.U.
.
07878e72
NOOMMATf NEEDED. 3 bedroom
noVH'. fIJrn. cable tv, SUD mo. plus
ulil Call Do.en 5"-'l3C1
'2·9-811
.
1032. . 74

Does Your Housing
Choice Have You

".0 . .... 3/1.

=

a..s... 1/

1 ~~;'!AiEHOOSi ·SPAa.'

6)(1 ond 7)(1 "",,"obie, In ",.
Co, bondaJe Industrial Pork. 457•
4470.
12·1_ ............... 1055En
ALTfllATION AND a.OTHING mode.

;;'!..:;,. j..':.

E Opportunity-Affirmative

I 12-1"
on mp~.
.. '.' .
. .. 107~68
ON TV Mo..,. needed fo<
I Iff687.I1l)00
commerdals. Costing. ,nlo (l}-40S.
h •. TV.9S01
"-13"

0606C15

Preak Out!
Call 529-3552

Baptist
Student Center .
and Resident Halls "
have Spring
Openings

.I

=.I' ."m. I'

Top COIntnJaskJn pold. Contod
Unlled En.'lI~ SO.'nIlS. Pin·
cl<neyyllle.351.3535.

:=WANTEO: FUlL.TIME =~

call far on m.....1_. Coli Jim
or 5..". Shu• ..,. 01 C5J.
,.., Coli on",me.
12·s.- . . . ..
. . . . . . . 0872C1O

I

now "",,'Ioble. Eopenence needed.

Hartigan

=1;E

~SSIS,~~NT U~:!~~

~:;:i..·:71.a~

·HApPri.

;:;-':,~:'

I

...... .",.",...,. (408) 288-

W.·...

I

~~ NEWflNANcrAl =~ :~~:"U

.. ............. 082IFn

I AOOPTI':>H. A LOVING ctao.ce. W."

oll'ce. Port·"",. mernog.,".nt
""'nee ,..,.lIians open In .he I
morlgop, msuronc.
s.cur"''',
f/.'d. Send ,.esumes
Vice I
Presidenr. PO lox 3362, Cor- I
banda/.II62901.
I
1·25-811
. ...
. . 1061C84 !
IIECREA nON COORD/NA TOR. :
INDIVIDUAL Ir "Ion .""d prOYlde
- " o n program for 00 clients
Degree r.qul,ed 8.S. ,n rea_Ion
01'
Therapuflc ".r:r.c-tlon. EX-:
" . . . . - p .......d Send ..,"me'o [

..,.,b/i.hed.

'0

..wcoIed. chlldl ...
coup/. ttCJg« '0 ltart lam'",. tout'
boby's furure
be
In a
home Wled with Jove. humOl'. and
.~ chon.,. ,., reach ~I._
pa,.nrlol. All /egolly ,," ....." ••.
penses paid. Slrle'''' conflden.ial.
Coli COllect
.. 011... 6pm'.. Po. ul and
II.ne .• '2"'72-6386.
12-5-811
0952F70
ADOPTioN:" PLEASE' HELP UI.
happily m<nTled chlld"u couple

HCV,..

wm

I

::::-Iov:g~ "'::"prDk:
e":':' C:~;';J(~~=:::

rm

SPEND A YR. os a Non..,.. Enloy N.w
PIeo•• coU J/mondTheres•.
Yark. ,.""adelphlo. ",. _
Pay \ 12.13" .............. 10C6F76.
off kKms-save money. Room and
boord. 9 r .,n loforl... a/rio,.. no

tN.

SaHn.,d tamllie••

Prin~rora

I

:=.i:~~~j~5~;;~ ~!:r-I"
491·1i95.
I

12·1..
. . 0274C68
AC ... DEMIC
ADVISOR.
IlEQUIIIEMfNTS Mos'er·. des--;
• .weeJl.,., commvnlcotton skill,; one
".or etf profeuionoJ .~perience '"
obl/.ty

,.,

_I..

r.ports. av.se ond Impl~nt
ret."Uon sfra'egles. WorkJng
knowledge ol'he co.n.rol Educal/on

~:fm·S.::.~.'!~m~~ P~~f:::':V

relJUlollons

O' SIUC highly deslrabl•.

;!!,!:,.65
ern:;'" .!:::~~\';
wltn responsibilities and •••
perlence. Oeod/lne Oe<ember 5.
19U. Send ....... 01 opp/lcDlIfm.
....,m.. III_ _ t ........ of
recomm ._Io,lIlchordOokey.
Cbalrpersot>. _
Com mill...
'r.·Mo~o,
AdltJJemen' Center,
Sou'!'hern lllinol. Un,yerlffy of
eo.bondo... CarbonGo... Illinois
_ , . SIUC Is on offlrmDll .. octlon .
.-qua' oppo"tJn"y emPlOY.,."
12·5.. ..... .,.... .. 1039C1O
LOOKING FOIl A frol. _~.

:::=:U;'':' 'ok:

::::-:!uorr,,~ :
=:'ps,,:~'~r!r,

Pot 01 c;,._ o..IInoIlons Inc. I-$CO258·9191.

TYPING.EDITING-WRITING. Som.
doy ....,ce '1 mok. you IooIc good/'
Coli 457·20S6.
O6OIE69
12·2oU

CUSTOM AND I'ATTEIIN ._1"11.
01t_1ons. MldoI. I pICk up ond
dell_. COli .....bo,o 01549·5863
1.19" .
0989E80

PREGNANT?
Call BIRTHRIGHT

D

Fr- Pregnonq< , .. ling
Confidential Aul.tone.

549-2794

215W.Maln

V1ed .• Nov. 30
Ramada Inn
Saluki Room
Noon. Sp.rn.

~

,,'

Sigma Phi
Epsilon
welcomes
our new
Initiates
d/nthony
!Bonndt
-!l3~tow

1989
Officers
!Bloth. dlv.n~
President

!DAIZ4 .:5h.api...o
Vice President

Ij ,

.::NOLl X;l,U4'iz

I
Ii., fj I+P·.

.

would like to
Congratulate
its new

PE.i£'t

IN:7ANT CASH FOIl cIoIhl"ll 01
III1nH11!OOE.JocI<• ..".ups"'''''.549'515. "·5Mon-Sol.

I
=~< or~:=:.,=.~n~i •
col. ....I.

I

J CDln•• 821 S. 'I
12·14"
.
'. .
. 5230F77
AOOl'TlON, .
i' .MAIIRIED
couple wishes 'a odopI Infan.. ,
flnonclo/ly .ecwor; lots 0' /ewe 10
.ba,.. ConfldenllD/. fapens.. pd.

II.JO.N..... ........ 0622f67
1'roIJramm1"ll OffIce. Slue Student
Cent... l>esI'nnlng SprInll . _ . . . . ADOPTION; 'YOUNG COUPLE unable
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Swim .team beats Kansas, Illinois· J {::-_r-rrcif:~;~7~~;;-~-~--~---'
By John Walblay
Staff Writer

While University students
escaped for the Thanksgiving
break, the Saluki swimming
and diving teams battled
Illinois and Kansas at the

R~h:~i:,;~r: ~~ IllInois
65-42 and Kansas 61-51 wilile

the women's teams were
defeated by Illinois 57-56 and
Kansas 67-42.
"We knew the Kansas
women would be tough, they
beat Nebraska," swimming
coach Doug Ingram said.
Nebraska beat the Saluki
teams in the first dual meet of
the season.
.. As much effort and as
much dedication there was I
was real pleased with (the
women's
perf ormance), "
Ingram said.

The only individual firstplace winner for the women's
team was Debbie Gutteridge
who won the 200-yard
breaststroke with a tune of
2: 34.12. GuUeridge outaistanced thP. nearest swimmer by two seconds_
The only other victory for
the women swimmers came in
the 400-yard freestyle :-elay_
Nancy Schmidlkofer, Kathi
Wire, Melissa Steinbach and
Cinciy Owens won the event
with a time of 3:36.39. Illinois
placed second with a 3:40.75.
For the women divers,
freshman La ire Ower. lea':! the
Salukis by winning the I-meter
springboard competition and
placing third in the 3-meter
event.
The mt:n's winning performances were highlighted
with swims by Eric Bradac

who won the 200-, ~ and
1,65G-yard freestyle events.
Bradac won the 200 in 1: 42.38
followed by another Saluki
swimmer, Todd Edison, who
finished second in 1:43.11.
Team captain Scott Roberts
defeated Kansas' nationally
ranked Glen Trammel in the
200-yard backstroke with a
time of 1: 52.63. Trammel
finis 'led second at 1:53.09.
Roberts also played a key
role as anchor in the 400-yard
medely and freestyle relays
which the Salukis placed first
and second respectively.
"Beating a Big Eight and
Big Ten is always a good
feeling. It helps for recruiting
too, .. Ingram said
The SaJukis next meet will
be Dec. 2-4 at the National
Invitational Tournament in
Tuscaloosa, Ala.

RUNNER, from Page 2 0 - - mile mark we were running
9:20. After that I just didn't
feel i ight."
Dennis said he had not
trained well since the Missouri
Valley Championships, when
he said he thought his season
peaked.
He ran a time of 24: 19.5 at
t:e MVC meet, the fourth

fastest time in SIu-C cross
country history.
"Jon (Dennis) said his legs
were still weak from being
sick," Cornell said, refering to
food poisoning Dennis had
suffered days before the race.
"Jon said he put on a kick at
the end of the race, but people
were still passing him."
Delillis was within 1: 13 of the

WINTER, from Page 20185 carries. Gibson was
second with 322 yards on 102
carr:es while fullback An·
tonio Moore was third with
51 carries for 231 yards.
In all, the Salukis had
eight players ru:.h for over
100 yards during the season.
Freshman kicker John
Bookout led the Salukis in
scoring with 47 points.
Bookout nailed 23 of 25 point
after touchdowns and eigh.t
of 12 field goals.
Senior split enrl Joe Cook.
who was naIr.ed Gateway
Offensive Player of the Week
after the Northern Iowa
game, led SIU-C in receiving
with 388 yards on 27
receptions. Cook was one of
six SCilukis to gain over 100
~'ards during the year.
Defensively, the Salukis
were paced by Kevin
Kilgallon's 155 tackles. The
sophomore
linebacker
tallied 83 unassisted tackles
and 72 assisted.
Rhoades said he hopes to
see some changes before the
Salukis take the field in 1989,
both physically and mentally.
"This program can be a
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greaL Ollt!, UUl some uungs
have to happen," Rhoades
said. "There are a lot of
things we would like to try
and do. but it all comes down
to money and whether the
University wants to go in
tha t direction_"
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winner, Indiana freshman Bob
Kennedy, who won with a time
of29:20.
Dennis had faced Kennedy
earlier in the year at the
K::.ltucky Invitational where
he beat Kennedy ill a 5-mile
(8,OO()-meter) race by 42
seconds.
"You really can't compare
the two races," Dennis said.
"September is early in the
year and a lot can change by
r-iovember."
Dennis said although he
didn't finish where he would
have liked to. he will build on
this race for the future.
"This race will nelp me in
the future," Dennis said. "I
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i5 unsure or has an inadequate record needs to be yoconoteci.
Anyone born before 1957 i. con.idered immune.
A SERVICE OF YOUR SIU STUDENT HEALTH PROGRAM
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NCAA Division l.features .. 41,.nfJwhead coaches
By Gerry Dulac
Scripps Howard News Service

John Calipari spent two
seasons as an assistant coach
and chief recruiter at Kansas.
Then he spent three seasons as
an assistant at Pitt. Now he is
the head coach at the
University of Massachusetts.
Cali parI is one of 41 coaches
who is taking over an NCAA
Division I basketball program
this year.
With the position comes the
responsibility of putting
respectability back into the
program. Also, there is a
responsibility to put the
program back into the NCAA
tournament, where the o~
portunity to make money for
the university's athletic
budget has intensified.
"The athletic director told
me he's behind me, win or tie,"
Calipari said,
Calipari was joking .. , for

now. The reality of the
situation in college basketball
is that with so much revenue
bei ng genera ted from
television appearances and the
NCAA tournament, the
demands on coaches have
grown.
"Ten years ago, 20 years
ago, you didn't get $1 million if
you ,went to the Final Four,"
Duquesne coach Jim Satalin
said. "In 1977 (a l .:;t.
Bonaventure) we got $25,000
for winning the NIT (National
Invitation
Tournament)
chazllpionship. Now tnere are
going to be 64 teams who get a
minimum of $150,000 for being
in the NCAA tournament."
SataHn should not feel the
pressure, at least for two
years. He was given a one-year
extension of his contract by
university President John E.

Murray at a time when other
schools were not so charitable.
In the past three years there
ha ve been 164 coaching
changes among the 289
Division I schools that compete in basketball, a per·
centage which is indicative of
the tolerance of university
pr~l>idents
and athletic
directors.
The turnover rate - 42
percent for two years, better
than 50 percent ior three years
- is a concern to coaches.
"Most schools have
unrealistic expectations," said
Tom Penders, who is beginning his first season at Texas.
"Coaches at some of these
schools get dismissed because
they don't make the NCAAs,
but the schools are not
equipped to compf'te. Those
types of situations are

p."evalent more than at any
ether time."
"Any time you are in the
public eye there is a great deal
(,f pressure," North Carolina
~ tate coach Jim Valvano said.
Unlike football, where many
p 'ayers are needed for a

number is 41.
Of those, only two pOSitions
ooened be<'.ause of attrition Kansas, where Larry Brown
moved to the San Antonio
Spurs of the NBA, and Pep-

~~I~ke~b!:lul can C~01~:n~d

The rest were done with the
hope of rebuilding the
program.
"I don't see many people
wanting to go to the NCAA
tournament any less," said
Connecticut c03ch Jin
Calhoun. "Financially, it's a
tremendous opportumtv."

arl'UIld with the addition of one
or •wo players. Coaches refer
}fx.~,liS SOlution as a "quick
But t~etting thf' obl.yel , IS not
as easy as it SOUIIJs, especialiy
for less-~lamorous schools.
"In our .'ase, we're trying tf
get a pl;;yel who is above us to
take us to ti,.. • level," Calil)ari
said. "The prOt;! ~m is the 'Big.
East (schools) ."ants those
players. too."
Last year 67 schools i. <ld new
head coaches. This yeal the

kr~~~~k:~:!:U~~. Harrick

For some, such as former
Rutgers coach Craig Lit,
tlepage, it is more of a
nightmare.
Littlepage, 23-63 in three
seasons, was fired after last
season.
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New lineup doesn't foil Redbirds
By Troy Taylor
Staff Writer

NORMAL
Women's
volleyball coach Debbie
Hunter turned the look of her
team inside-out, taking a step
towar j the future during the
semifinal round of the
Gat'!way Conference tournament.
The Salukis (12-14 overall, 63 Gateway) lost to Illinois
State 15-4, 15-9, 15-11. But
before falling to the eventual
conierence champs,
the
Salukis played a desperate,
defiant style of ball that denied
the Redbirds match point on
seven straight service opporlunities.
Paramount to a resurgence
on the Salukis' part was the
lineup Hunter had settled on
during the intermission period
following Game 2.
Terri Schultehenrich, a ~
!reshrr.an setter, was inse:ted
for senior captain Sue Sinclair.
Freshman Debbie Briscoe (6
blocks)
and Stephanie
Newman joined their
cia"smate on the floor
alongside sophomore Lori
Simpson and junior Nina
Brackins. Outside hitter Teri
Noble was the only senil)r.
"I think it was something
new and different," Hunter
said. "It helped to initiate
some Illinoi!> State errors."
Hunter said that the decisivn
to bench Sinclair, a secondteam all-confert:nce sehction
and the school's No.2 alJ-lime
setter, was not part of the
prematch planning. It was a
decision she reached during
the brief break in the acdon
prior to Game 3,
"When we hadn't accomplished anything in five
consecutive games against
them, 1 decided I wanted to see

something else," said Hunter,
whose Salukis had drop(Jed a
three-game d~ision to lllinois
State only a week before.
In
the
short
time
SC:lUU'!henrich took over the
setting duties, she totaled 13
assists.
"I kept telling the k:ds to hit
angles, to get the good shots,"
Hunter said. "Schultehenrich
brought us back into a service
mode. TerM's been coming
around for some time. She's a
great setter in this conference's future. She's as
com.petitive an athlete as
you'll find. "
Sinclair, who entered the
mateh later, finished with 22
assists. The Salukis were led
by two honorable mention allconference
selections,
Brackins (12 kills) and Noble
(16digs).
"I thoughUHunterl used her
personnel well," Illinois State
coach Julie Morgan said. "She
did everything to changr!
things up."
Illinois State's Chris Rehor,
a 5-6 outside hitter who was
edged out for MVP honors only
by Southwest Missouri's
Mindy Struckhoff, repeatedly
kept Illinois State in command
of the lead. She led Illinois
State with 23 kills and 15 digs.
Rehor's three aces came off
a string of jump serves in the
first game. In the third game
alone she had 10 kills and made
a defensive save that brought
the crowd to its feet.
"Chris always was there to
make those cluteh plays," said
Morgan, whose 25-8 Redbirds
beat Southwest Missouri 15-7,
13-15, 15-8, 15-1 in the championship rna teh.
Against the Salukis, Morgan
said she never felt comfortable, even though her tefI on
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hour and 20 minutes.

"Southern gave us a hard
time," Morgan said. "My
team h.mg in there in the third
game. It was the longest, the
slowest paced match we've
played all season."

r

Volleyball coach Holzapfel

, resi~ns at Indiana State
Indiana State anr.ounced that volleyball coach Deh
Holzapfel resigned her position after the Sycamores
finished the 1988 season with a 6-23 overall reccrd and 0-9
Gateway Conference mark.
Holzapfel has been Indiana State's coach the last six
seasons, compiling a career mark of 64-125. Her best season
came in 1987, when the Sycamores were 14-14 overall and
sixth in the Gateway,
Indiana State Athletics Director Brian Faison said a
search for a new coach would begin immediately.
"I want to thank Debbie for the time and effort she has
put into the volleyball program at !ndiaoa State," Fai!>on
said.

Announcing The Addition
Of A New Dog Groomer
--Patty Lambert--

*Registered Oog Groomer
*Three Yrs. Experience
*Appoints. Avail. Mon. and Weds.
Lakeside
Lakeside Vet.
a II Grooming or
Hasp.
529-Oo9 S
529-2236
also available as

e

The Student
Programming Council
Announces the
Vacancy of the

Fine Arts Chair
Applications may be picked up in the SPC office
located on t~e third floor. Student Center.
Application Deadline is Friday, December 2nd, 4:30.
For more information please call SPC at 536-3393

AN INVITATION TO MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY
During the past year, a committee within Student Affairs
known as the Campus Environment Team (CET), initiat :l a
project to "map" our campus by identifying university
activities, programs, events which provide opportunities
for students to mature within selected developmental
dimensioD& Student growth dimensions to be studied were
selected after careful review of the literature and include
developmt'.nt of creativity slrllls; cognition; psychological!
emotional stability; leadership and organizational skills;
appreciation of cultura1, ethnic, and individual
differences; and exploration of career, lifestyle, and
leisure identities.

The next step is to establish subcommittees which will "map
the environment' to detennine campus opportunities which
provide avenues for students to develop along each
dimension. Results of this campus environment self
assessment will be made available to students as a guide to
experiences which will assist them in specific areas of
their development. Further, a comprehensive report
resulting from this project will be utilized in futul'estrategic planning within Student Affairs and the university
at large.
~"..~

~!~!~~
The Eisenhowers

Ve

r

From Chicago

The Sons of Circumstance

______
F...
rom Springfi.r-e.;.;ld~_~_....

Hangar Hotline 549·1233
Page 18, Dally t.:gyptian, November 29, 1983

Your involvement in developing and defining the dimensions
to be studied as well as in conducting the assessment is critical
All students, faculty, and staff are invited to participate
on oue of six subcommittees. If you would like to volunteer
or would like additional infonnation, please attend an
orientation meeting to be held Monday, December 5, 1988,
8:00 am. to 10:00 am., in the Mississippi room of the

Student Center. Plea.:>e call Peggy ~wis at ~2461 by
December 2, 1988 if you plan to attend

SW;; DeCemb:~ 0
Harv~Jr.

Vice President for Student Affairs

START, from Page 2 0 - - - - Gymnastics tearn 3rd
at Lincoln, Neb. meet
throughout the tournament.
Junior transfer Freddie
McSwain, who scored 32
against South Carolina and 24

against Villanova, was named
tournament MVP. McSwain
was als() honored by the
Missouri Valley Conference as

he was named Player of the
Week.
"I'm kind of impressed
because I know I can do it
now," McSwain said. "I am
the most satisfied with my
play right now. If I keep up the
effort I have now, I know I will
have a great season."
McSwain said the Salukis
were hurting after the 11'..55 to
South Carolina Sunday.
"We are terribly disappointed with the loss but the
victory over Villanova is still
within us," McSwain said.
"We played as hard as we
could and with the hustle we
put forth it all turned out for
the good in the end.
"The t.ournament was an
exciting experience and well
worth the trip: Our motivation
now is very high and we have
shown we can do it. Now we
need help from the fans and
the students."
Rick Shipley added 21 for the
Salukis Saturday night. sru..c
hit 37 of 42 free throws in the
first major upset of the young
college season.
Joining McSwain on the aHtournament team was Randy
House of the Salukis.
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Junior transfer Freddie McSwain soars toward the basket
against a defender on the Athletes Fighting Substance Abuse.
McSwain Waft MVP 01 the San Juan Shootout.
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By Megan Hauck

Senior Brent Reed scored
"econd highest with a 51.45.
"Brent had a terrible week,
The men's gymnastics sqlJad but that's just a part of it,"
placed third at the six·t'~m Meade said.
Big Eight Invitaionai in LinReed underwent surgery on
coln, Neb., compiling a 256.65 his left elbow during
effort.
Thanksgiving break to
Arizona State placed second alleviate a pinched nerve, but
with a 262.30, 10 points behind Meade said it shouldn't be too
host Nebraska, Division 1 much of a hindrance.
"He'll probably have the
national champion in 1987.
"Scores went down {from same operation on his mher
last year's InviteJ because ann at the end of the season,"
(the Federation of in- he said.
ternational Gymnasts) made it
Brent's younger sister,
much more difficult," Bill Barbara Reed, underwent the
Meade, men's gymnastics same type of surgery while
coach, said, But Meade said performing at Ball State.
Meade said although his
the squad improved over last
year and would have scored squad performed above
higher under last year's average, the rookie ~ts
had a tough time handling the
scoring.
The Federation increases competition.
the standards of participation
Alex Zimmennan and Ricky
for gymnasts world-wide Armstrong, a first-year
every four years to increase competitor from Memphis,
the overall calibre of gym- struggled through the meet,
Zimmerman competing in only
nasts.
"They do it to cut down on two of the six events and Arm·
the number of lOs and to make stong in four.
"I'd say they choked, "
it easier to differentiate between the good, the breat and Meade said. "It's tougb
the best gymnasts," Meade competing against national
champions in the first meet. "
said.
The Salukis' next meet is
Junior Scott Belanger scored
highest overall with a 51.911. January 20 to 21 in Chicago.
Staff Writer

SCOTT, from Page 20-her."
Sophomore Amy Rakers
came through with a strong
performance as she had 10
points and pulled down 10
rebounds.
Sen:or Cathy Kampwerth,
whose injured knee appears

healthy, played 39111inUtes and
knocked down 10 points to go
along with eight rebounds.
Senior Deanna Sanders and
freshman Karrie Redeker saw
limited action but both made
two of three, three-point shots.
Sanders finished with eight
points, and Redeker with six.
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Sports

Salukis off to a roaring start
By David Galllanattl
Staff Writer

Rich Herrin said before the
Salukis departed for San Juan,
Puerto Rico, and the Sunshine
Shootout, he would have been
satisfied with two victories. He
had no idea that one would
have been so big.
SIU-C, . who fell to ':;.JUth
Carolina State in the championshi!) Sunday night 90-88,
entered the title tilt after a
stunning upset of No. 11
Villanova 1~1 Saturday.

McSwain named tournament MVP
b~;w:ear:~~'t~trin~
victory over Villanova,"
Coach Rich Herrin said. "It
has to be one of the premier
wins (atSIU-Cl."
Herrin said the loss to the

:n~!~=rl~trl:W':i~r~~

previous night's game.
"This happens in athetics
whenever you have a big high
because there is often a let-

down," Herrin said. "We were
probably a little bit like
Villanova on Sunday because
we were favored and ran up
against a good basketball
team."
Dauell Gilmore sank a
layup with six seconds
remaining Sunday giving
South Carolina State the
tournament championsip over
SIU-C, 2-1. Gilmore hit two
free throws to give the

Bulldogs an 88-86 lead with
1:25 remaining. After his
layup, he intercepted a pass to
seal the victory.
For Herrin, the win over
Rollie Massimino's Wildcats
was a double celebration, as it
marked the 650th victory in his
29-year coaching career.
"The numbers really don't
play that much of a factor, but
this is probably my biggest win
as a coach," Herrin said. "It

was that much bigger because
it was such a stunning victory
by a decisive margin over a
national power.
"When you are 2-{) it would
be great to come home 3-0, but
we are pretty happy. I feel
good because the players
played their hearts out despite
the conditions."
Herrin said it was very
humid in the gym and the
floor was often slick. There
was no operating scoreboard
Saa START, Page 19

Scott's team drops
7th straight opener
By Robert Baxter
StaffWriler

Freshman quarterback Scott Gabbert hands
off to fullback Chuck Harmke during thtl

Salukls 24-21 losa to Northern Iowa. SIU-C
finished 4-7 for the season.

Rhoades doesn't like mark;
streSSing winter workouts
By David Gallianattl
SlaffWriler

For head football coach
Rick Rhoades, phase two of
his first year at SIU-C has
begun. He is hoping it goes

be~ ~lr:J~~~r loss

to
Northern Iowa on Nov. 19
dropped SIU-C to 4-7, a
record Rhoades isn't overly
pleased with.
"I'm not happy with it, but
there is nothing we can do
about it now," Rhoades said.
"We have to build on our
mistakes and look ahead,
move ahead."
The Salukis finished 2-4 in
the Gateway race, tied for
fifth place with Eastern
Illinois.
Rhoades said the winter
training program began
Monday at 7 a.m. and will
continu<;. on a three-day per
week schedule through
December. In January, the
schedule, which includes
weight lifting, running and
quickness drills, will 'llove
up to four days a week.
"Cutting down on injurles
has got to be a major thing,
and this is the No. I way to
combat those." Rhoades
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said. "We need to be
stro'lger and have more
endurance. "
Although the 1988 season
di j not go according to his
plans, Rhoades said a
foundation for the 1989 year
has been set, and only time
will tell if it is a good one.
"If we improve greatly
like I know we can, then 1988
was a good foundation,"
Rhoades said. "If we don't
move forward, then it wasn't
much of a year. We will
obviously be better off going
into next year than going
into 1988 at any point. We
know so much more."
With the pnd of the season
also comes the begining of
the push for recruits
Although Rhoades said the
Salukis are not looking to fill
any particular holes, an

additional quarterback is on
the list.
"We are going to try and
recruit one because we need
more !'peed there," Rhoades
said. "We aren't trying to
replace anyone, but compliment what we have.
"We have got to learn how
to start out fast," said
Rhoades, who watched h;o;
team get outscored 78-47 in
the first quarter by its opponents. "We have got some
ideas we want to try and
implement to get ourselves
rolimg."
Sophomore Fred Gibson
was sm-c's top quarterback, before falling to a
knee injury on Oct. 22
against Northern Illinois.
Freshman Scott Gabbert
filled in [or Gibson the
remainder of the season.
Gibson completed 63 of \05
passes in seven games for
742 vards. Gabbert hit 58 of
100 attempts for 700 yards in
seven games.
Leading the Saluki!. in
rushing for the season was
fullback Chuck Harmke,
who racked up 795 yards on
See WINTER, Page 18
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The Saluki women's
basketball team was hoping to
roll a seven in its regular
season opener against a
Murray State team they had
beaten six straight times.
What prevailed, however,
was the seventh straight
season-opening loss for the
Saluki women as they saw a 10
point second-ha If lead
dL'I8ppear and ultimately end
up as a 68~ victory for the
Racers Friday night at the
Arena.
"The team played a much
better game than the first
game (against the French
National team)," Coach Cindy
Scott said. "But we had one
glaring weakness - defensive
rebounding. "
The Salukis were outrebounded for the game 42-33
as the Racers pulled down 17
rebounds on the offensive end.
"If we control the boards we
win the game," Scott said.
"We had them on the ropes but
we <tdn't put them away."
Scott, whose team holds a 163 series advantage over
Murray State, said this Racer
team was possibly the best to
come out of that school in quite
a while.
"I think they will definitely
contend for the ove (Ohio
Valley Conference) crown,"
Scott said.
The Salukis were up by two
at the half 34-32, and built a 10
point lead with a little over 12
minutes to go.
But from there the Rdcers
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slowly came back to tie the
game with 5:08 left at 58
largely due to the efforts of the
games two leading scorers Karen Johnson with 32. points
and Sheila Smith with 18
points.
The Racers did not take the
lead until a 12-foot baseline
jumper by Johnson put the
Racers up 66-64 with 39
seconds left.
"We have to play mentally
stronger and mentally more
efficient (toward the end of the
game)," Scott said. "We have
to be tremendously efficient in
our ball positions.
"I think if we do that, along
with using a tenacious defense,
we can play with anybody."
The Salukis were led by
senior Dana Fitzpatrick with
15 points and four rebounds.
"I think Fitz showed us a
game of key baskets," Scott
said. "She showed us the
leadership role we need from
See SCOTT, Page 19

Freshman runner finishes
in top third of NCAA pack
By Robert Baxter
SliSffWriter

Although freshman Jon
Dennis did not finish in the top
25 runners in the nation at the
NCAA Nationals as he had
hoped, men's cross country
coach Bill Cornell did not think
Denni!. had set his goals too
high.
"1 told him you have to set
your goals high." Cornell said.
"Even though he didn't make
All-American, he still needed
to set a goal for himself to
reach for."
Dennis was competing in the
national cross country
championships on Nov. 21 at
Des !\'Joines, Iowa. where 184 of
the nation's best runners were
competing.
"1 was Ii bit disappointed."

Volleyball team
ends season
-Page 18
Dennis Said. "1 was hoping to
run around 30 minutes e::t.
.. As it turned out, if I had, I
would have been in the top 25."
Dennis ended his bid by
finishing 5Sth at the meet. He
r<!n a time of 30:33 over the 6.2
mile (IO,OOO-meter) course. six
seconds faster than he ran in
the District 5 meet when he
placed seventh.
"The race went out reallv
fast." Dennis said. "At the 2·
See RUNNER, Page 16

